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Contacting Infor

If you have questions about Infor products, go to the Infor Xtreme Support portal.
If we update this document after the product release, we will post the new version on this website. We
recommend that you check this website periodically for updated documentation.
If you have comments about Infor documentation, contact documentation@infor.com.
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BI Dashboards

In Infor BI Dashboards and Infor Motion Dashboards on iPad, you can combine and layout reports from
Application Studio WebServices report catalogs, and Web content, to create dashboards which can
be shared with other users. Or, you can view individual reports or Web pages full-screen.
Infor Motion Dashboards and Infor BI Dashboards are cross-platform applications. That is, changes
made to the content and properties of dashboards in one instance of the application are available in
all instances of the application. If two users make changes to the same dashboard, both can save their
changes. But the user who saves last is prompted that a newer version of the dashboard exists. The
user has the option to overwrite the changes, or to save the dashboard under a new name.
When you sign in, a start screen is displayed. The start screen can be a new dashboard, blank except
for the Infor logo, or a specified dashboard. In either case, you can open a saved dashboard from the
dashboard browser, create a dashboard, or you can start adding reports and Web content straight
away.
You can add content in three ways:
• Drag items from a content connection and arrange them to form a dashboard. Each content
connection is named and displayed in the toolbar.
• Specify one or more WebView widgets to add content from the Web.
• Click a report or WebView to display it full-screen.
If you display content full-screen, you can resize it by clicking Edit Dashboard and dragging its borders
or, by pushing, adding another item of content next to it.

Layout concepts
You can resize and reposition dashboard content much as you like, but there are some constraints.
For example, a minimum size can be specified for reports. This might prevent you placing a report
widget in certain positions.
This topic is an overview of some basic layout concepts.
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Hotspots
Dashboards have hotspots at their corners and edges. Widgets have hotspots at their edges and
centers.

A hotspot is displayed when, whilst dragging a widget, the mouse pointer is over the hotspot.
If you pause over the hotspot, a preview is displayed beneath the widget. The preview indicates the
position the widget will occupy if you drop it.
As you add content, further hotspots become available.
Initially, the hotspots at the edges of a dashboard occupy a position mid-way along the length of the
edge. Here, when dropped, Widget I expands horizontally along the length of the edge. It also expands
vertically to occupy half the available space.

But in this second example, the left and bottom edges of the dashboard are already partially occupied
by Widgets I and II, leaving an empty space between the bottom of Widget I and the top edge of Widget
II.
When Widget III is dragged over the space at the left hand edge, a hotspot is displayed. When dropped,
Widget III contracts vertically to occupy the empty space, and expands horizontally to occupy half the
available space.
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Tile
Here, Widget II is dropped when the mouse pointer is above a hotspot of Widget I. Widget II captures
half the space occupied by Widget I:

Swap
To swap the positions of two widgets, drag one widget over the other and drop when the central hotspots
are aligned:
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Note: Swapping might not be possible if the widgets contain reports for which a minimum size has
been specified.

Push and crush
To push one widget with another, use one of these the options while dragging the widget: press the
Shift key, or press both mouse clicks. If a widget is pushed against an edge of the dashboard, it is
compressed. It does not return to its original size if the pushing widget is withdrawn.

If you withdraw the pushing widget before you drop it, the crushed widgets revert to their original
dimensions.

Push between
To push a widget between adjacent widgets , drag it over the adjacent widgets, press Shift, and then
drop the widget:
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Fill
In the properties of a widget you can specify that the widget automatically expands horizontally or
vertically to fill the available space. This is important in creating dashboards which auto-size. You can
place widgets at either end of a widget that has horizontal or vertical fill:
1 Drag a widget over the end of a widget with horizontal or vertical fill.
2 Drop the widget when a hotspot is displayed at the edge of the widget underneath.
The filled widget shrinks to accommodate the new widget but retains its fill setting. It will expand again
if Widget II is removed:
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Shortcuts
You can use these keyboard shortcuts when you drag or resize widgets:
• Ecs: To undo resizing or repositioning of a widget, press the Ecs key before you release the mouse
button.
• O: To keep a widget's original size, press and hold the O key while you drag it into position on a
dashboard. The widget will not automatically resize to fit an available space.
• R: To keep a widget's height to width ratio, press and hold the R key while you drag its borders to
resize it.
• S: To temporarily toggle helper lines and snapping or off, press the S key while dragging a widget.

Positioning content

To position content, the dashboard must be in edit mode:
• New dashboards are editable by default
• If you add content to an existing dashboard, and you have edit permission, the dashboard is
automatically editable.
To reposition existing content, click Edit Dashboard in the toolbar to enable edit mode.
In an editable dashboard, the borders of existing widgets are highlighted.
When you place the mouse pointer over a widget, the border changes color and the widget controls
are enabled.
A widget displays a preview if you drag it over an existing widget. The preview indicates where the
widget will be placed when dropped, and its dimensions. The preview displays a rectangular hotspot
when the mouse pointer is halfway along an edge of an existing widget or the edge of the dashboard.
Drop a widget:
• Where required, in a blank dashboard.
• When its preview is displayed in the position you require. The dropped widget will be resized to fit
the space indicated by the preview.
• When the hotspot is displayed: If the hotspot is on an existing widget, the dropped widget cuts the
existing widget in half, vertically or horizontally, according to whether the hotspot is on a vertical or
horizontal border. If the hotspot is on an edge of the dashboard, the dropped widget snaps to the
edge and occupies the available length.
• When the mouse pointer on a dragged widget is directly over an existing widget. The widgets swap
places. Or, if the dragged widget is dragged from a content connection, it replaces the existing
widget.
Note: Swapping might not be possible if the widgets contain reports for which a minimum size has
been specified.
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To insert a widget between two widgets that are touching, drag the widget over the border where the
widgets touch and press Shift. Drop the widget before releasing the Shift key. The added widget retains
its dimensions or shrinks if there is not enough room for the other widgets to be pushed away. The
existing widgets shrink to accommodate the new widget.
To push one widget with another, use one of these the options while dragging the widget: press the
Shift key, or press both mouse clicks. If a widget is pushed against an edge of the dashboard, it is
compressed. It does not return to its original size if the pushing widget is withdrawn.

Shortcuts
You can use these keyboard shortcuts when you drag or resize widgets:
• Ecs: To undo resizing or repositioning of a widget, press the Ecs key before you release the mouse
button.
• O: To keep a widget's original size, press and hold the O key while you drag it into position on a
dashboard. The widget will not automatically resize to fit an available space.
• R: To keep a widget's height to width ratio, press and hold the R key while you drag its borders to
resize it.
• S: To temporarily toggle helper lines and snapping or off, press the S key while dragging a widget.

Auto-sizing dashboards
To create dashboards which remain usable and attractive on a variety of screen sizes and resolutions
requires design decisions in both Infor BI Dashboards and Infor BI Application Studio.
In summary, these are the steps required to create dashboards which resize automatically:
Auto-sizing
In Infor BI Dashboards and Infor Motion Dashboards the Auto-size property of each dashboard is
enabled by default. But this alone does not ensure that a dashboard will remain usable and attractive
on different screen sizes. The reports need to be able to shrink to a specified minimum size, and the
widgets in which they are displayed must automatically fill the space available to them.
Shrinkage and growth
Create Application Studio reports in which one or more columns and rows can grow or shrink. You
can allow shrinkage and growth on multiple columns and rows as required. For example, you might
enable growth and shrinkage only on the columns and rows containing a chart. But to enable report
resizing, growth or shrinkage need be enabled on only one column or row.
Which columns and rows you allow to grow and shrink, and by how much, depends on their content,
and on testing the reports in a variety of screen sizes. The minimum width of a column should be wide
enough to display its content in full.
Report size
Allowing reports to shrink and grow is not sufficient to ensure that they remain usable. To ensure that
widgets, and the reports they contain, do not become too small, specify a minimum report size. The
correct minimum size can only be determined by testing the report to find the smallest size at which
it remains usable, and attractive.
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You cannot specify maximum report dimensions in Application Studio. This is because it would result
in empty spaces between widgets if, for example, a dashboard were displayed on a bigger screen
than for which it was designed.
Horizontal and vertical fill in widgets
In Infor BI Dashboards and Infor Motion Dashboards on iPad, you can specify that widgets automatically
expand horizontally or vertically to fill the space available to them. If you have created a dashboard,
with widgets containing reports that can shrink and grow, and which have a minimum size; specify the
fill characteristics of the widgets. In many cases, you will specify both horizontal and vertical fill. But,
in some widgets, you might specify only vertical or only horizontal fill. For example, if the content of a
report is primarily horizontal - such as line chart, or a sparkline - you might specify only horizontal fill.

Adding content to dashboards

You can add content to a dashboard:
• From a content connection
• From a Web location, in a WebView.
A content connection accesses an Application Studio WebServices report catalog. Content connections
are listed in the toolbar.
Infor BI Self-Service and relational self-service widgets enable you to create your own content. If they
are installed, the self-service widgets are displayed in folders in a content connection.
To access content that has been added or updated whilst you have been logged on, click Refresh in
the content connection.
A WebView displays Web content from a URL which you specify. You add WebViews from the Toolbox
in the toolbar.
How you add the content determines whether the content is displayed placed on the dashboard or
displayed full-screen:
• To add content to the dashboard, drag the content, or drag WebView from the Toolbox.
• To display it full-screen, click the content, or click WebView in the Toolbox.
You can add multiple content widgets and arrange them to form a dashboard.
If you add content full-screen you can resize it or push additional content next to it by clicking Edit
Dashboard to enable edit mode.
See: "Layout concepts" on page 11.
When you add content to a dashboard:
• The dashboard is unlocked for editing.
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• The borders of current widgets are highlighted.
• Content controls for each widget are displayed when you move the mouse pointer over the widget.

Adding dashboard content from a content connection

To add content to a dashboard from a content connection:
1 On the toolbar, click the content connection which contains the content to add.
The folder structure of the report catalog is displayed in the content browser.
2 Browse to the content to add.
Reports can display a thumbnail image to help identify them. Thumbnails are specified in Infor BI
Application Studio.
3 Either drag the content to the dashboard or click to open the content, full-screen.
4 In a blank dashboard, drop the content where required. In a dashboard with existing content, drop
the content when a preview is displayed on the dashboard.
The preview indicates the position the content will occupy. If no preview is displayed, the content
will not be added.
Note: Report designers can specify preferred and minimum dimensions. Reports are initially displayed
with the preferred width and height, if specified. If a minimum width and height are specified, you
can expand the report but cannot reduce it to less than the minimum specified dimensions. This is
important when creating resizable dashboards.
See: "Auto-sizing dashboards" on page 17.
If, while dragging content to the dashboard, you decide not to place it, drag it back to the top of the
dashboard and drop it when the mouse pointer is over the toolbar.

Adding dashboard content from a WebView

To add content to a dashboard through a WebView widget:
1 Click Toolbox on the toolbar.
2 Either: drag the WebView widget to the dashboard or click on the WebView widget to add a
full-screen WebView.
3 If you drag the WebView:
a Optionally, specify a name for the WebView.
b Specify the URL of the content to add.
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c If required, click Parameters and specify parameters.
See "Parameters".
d Specify fill and scrolling options.
See: "Fill" and "Scrolling".
e Click Close.
4 If the WebView is full-screen:
a Click Edit Dashboard on the toolbar.
The border of the WebView is highlighted.
b Click in the WebView.
The WebView control icons are displayed.
c Click Edit.
d Optionally, specify a name for the WebView.
e Specify the URL of the content to add.
f

If required, click Parameters and specify parameters.
See: "Parameters".

g Specify fill and scrolling options.
h Click Close
Note: If you follow links in the content to browse to a different URL, and then save the dashboard,
the dashboard is saved with the URL specified in the dialog. This differs from Infor Motion Dashboards
where the last-visited URL is saved with the dashboard.

Enabling interaction mode
If a dashboard is in edit mode and the mouse pointer is over a widget, the widget controls are displayed.
If the widget content allows user interaction, interaction mode enables this in an editable dashboard.
For example, an Application Studio report might include drag and drop functionality to enable users to
configure the report. But if that report is displayed in a widget, dragging will reposition the widget unless
you first select interaction mode.
Click Interact to enable interaction mode. The interaction mode icon varies according to the content
of the widget.

1 If the dashboard is locked, click Edit Dashboard to enable edit mode.
The borders of existing widgets are displayed.
2 Place the mouse pointer over the widget to display its control buttons.
3 Click Interact.
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Or, double-click in the widget to enable interaction mode.

Widget properties
The widget properties are organized in three tabs: general, display, and layout. The widget properties
are specific to the corresponding widget types: report or WebView widgets.

Report widgets
• General:
Jump Targets
An Application Studio report can contain a jump to a target report. If a widget displays a report
which contains a jump, you can specify whether the target report replaces the current content of
the widget, or it is displayed full-screen.
Content Connection
The content connection used. You can use content connections to link widgets on a dashboard.
For report content, report parameters are specified in Application Studio.
Report Name
The Application Studio target report name.
Unique Name
The report unique name.
• Display:
Header
A widget header displays the name of an item of content, at the top of a widget. For reports, for
example, the name is specified in the General tab of the Report Properties pane in Application
Studio. You can select to display the widget header by switching on this option.
By default the widget headers are not displayed. You can enable the option to create new widgets
with headers in the Settings.
Collapsing Direction
You can specify that a widget can be collapsed in a selected direction. Collapsing widgets saves
space and is useful when you want to keep a widget on your dashboard, but, for example, you do
not use this widget on a daily-basis.
• Layout:
Fill Horizontally and Fill Vertically
You can specify that a widget automatically occupies all available space at its left and right or above
it and below it.
You can position further widgets at either end of a widget with horizontal or vertical fill. Drag a widget
over the filled widget and drop it when the hotspot is displayed.
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Widget Margins
You can specify if to use the widget margins.
By default the widget margins are disabled. You can enable the option to create new widgets with
margins in the Settings.
Note: By default, the marins are set to 10 pixels. The size of the widget margins is set at the
application level in Repository Administration.

WebView widgets
• General:
URL
The URL of the target content of the WbView widget.
Parameters
You can use parameter connections to link widgets on a dashboard. For WebViews, you create
the parameters from parts of the URL. For example, if the URL contained location information, you
could make a location parameter from that part of the URL and use it in communication between
widgets. Unlike report parameters, WebView parameters cannot be automatically added to a
parameter network.
Allow Scrolling
If the content of a WebView is too large for the widget, scroll bars are displayed. To remove the
scroll bars and disable scrolling, turn off Allow Scrolling.
Privileged Content
You can switch on the privileged content option that opens the WebView content that is blocked
by default.
• Display:
Header
A widget header displays the name of an item of content, at the top of a widget. You can select to
display the widget header by switching on this option.
By default, the widget headers are not displayed. You can enable the option to create new widgets
with headers in the Settings.
Collapsing Direction
You can specify that a widget can be collapsed in a selected direction. Collapsing widgets saves
space and is useful when you want to keep a widget on your dashboard, but, for example, you do
not use this widget on a daily-basis.
• Layout:
Fill Horizontally and Fill Vertically
You can specify that a widget automatically occupies all available space at its left and right or above
it and below it.
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You can position further widgets at either end of a widget with horizontal or vertical fill. Drag a widget
over the filled widget and drop it when the hotspot is displayed.
Widget Margins
You can specify if to use the widget margins.
By default the widget margins are disabled. You can enable the option to create new widgets with
margins in the Settings.
Note: By default, the marins are set to 10 pixels. The size of the widget margins is set at the
application level in Repository Administration.

Editing widget properties

To view or edit the properties of a widget:
1 If the dashboard is locked, click Edit Dashboard to enable edit mode.
The borders of existing widgets are displayed.
2 Place the mouse pointer over the widget to display its toolbar.
3 Click the Properties icon.
4 You can edit the header in the Title field of a widget's properties.
Changing the title does not change the report properties in Application Studio.
5 To display widget headers, click the Display tab and click Headers.
6 To specify fill and widget margins, click the Layout tab.
7 Click Close.
Specifying the collapsing direction
To save space on your dashboard and minimize a widget, you can specify the collapsing direction for
a widget.
To specify the collapsing direction of a widget:
1 Click the Edit dashboard icon and click the Properties icon.
2 Click the Display tab.
3 Click Collapsing Direction and select one of the available directions: top, right, bottom, or left.
4 To disable collapsing for a widget, select No Collapsing.
5 Click Close.
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Copying widgets
You can save time when you copy and reuse widgets that require elaborate configuration. If you
configure a widget and would like to use it again, you can easily navigate to this widget by saving a
widget copy. Widget copies store the widget and preserve the widget configuration, so you do not need
to configure the widget again.
Note: To save copies of widgets you must have view and edit permissions.
To copy a widget, click Edit Dashboard and click Copy Widget in the widget's toolbar.
The copied widget is saved in Toolbox > Widget Copies with its icon, the time stamp, and the widget
title. You can drag copied widgets from the toolbox to a dashboard.

Editing widget copies
To edit the properties or delete widget copies:
1 Navigate to Toolbox > Widget Copies .
2 Click the settings icon.
3 Select to edit properties or delete a widget copy.

Relational queries - Query & Analysis Query Editor
Some reports, such as the relational self-service widgets, include buttons and actions that launch the
Query & Analysis Query Definition dialog, in which you can create relational queries. Queries can be
summary or detail queries. Values are aggregated in a summary query but not aggregated in a detail
query.
Some of the options when you create a query depend on the type of query, and the type of data it
returns. This is a summary of all available steps when you create a query, but not all steps are required
by all users:
1 Select the type of query to create .
2 Specify the data source and tables to query.
3 Specify the table columns to include in the query.
4 Specify the extraction type for each column.
5 Specify the sign notation of numeric extraction types.
6 Specify the scaling for each extraction type.
7 Specify the offset and length (for the Segment extraction type only).
8 Specify how items are sorted, and the order in which they are sorted.
9 Specify required data filters. For example, to extract data where an item has a value greater than
a specified amount.
10 Specify additional filter conditions.
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Creating content with the Query & Analysis Query Editor
To create content with the Query and Analysis query editor:
1 Open the editor from a report.
For example, click Edit query in a relational self-service widget.
2 Select Summary or Detail from the Query Type list.
3 From the Product list, select the data source for your query.
Each query has a number of filters for which you must specify values. After you select the data
source, the first filter is added to the Filters table.
4 Click the lookup icon of each item in the Filters table and select a value.
After you select a value for a filter further filters are added to the Filter table, until all required filters
are listed.
5 Click the settings icon of each filter and specify the filter options.
The options vary according to the type of filter.
6 In the Available columns pane, double-click columns to add them as outputs of your query.
Note: To add filters, in addition to the required filters, click an available column and click the Up
arrow.
7 Each output of a query has an extraction type and a sort order.
See "Editing extraction types" on page 27 and "Sorting output items" on page 29.
8 Click OK.
The results of the query are displayed.

Summary and detail queries
This topic gives an example of a summary query and of a detail query based on this fictional grocery
store data:
Product Category Product ID

Product

Quantity

Cost

Dairy

10001

Cheese

3

9

Dairy

10002

Milk

2

6

Fruit

20001

Apple

8

12

Fruit

20003

Pineapple

5

4

Fruit

20004

Cherries

30

10

Bakery

30001

Sandwich loaf

10

20

Bakery

30001

Sandwich loaf

8

15

Bakery

30001

Sandwich loaf

2

6

Bakery

30001

Sandwich loaf

3

9
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Product Category Product ID

Product

Quantity

Cost

Bakery

30002

Toast loaf

20

25

Bakery

30002

Toast loaf

10

25

Bakery

30003

Wholemeal loaf

15

35

Bakery

30003

Wholemeal loaf

10

25

Bakery

30003

Wholemeal loaf

5

10

Bakery

30004

Cakes

6

12

Bakery

30004

Cakes

12

24

Summary query
A summary query provides a summarized listing. The result is a row which contains all output data
items for each summary level. For example, a list of goods and quantities with IDs 30001 to 30003.
In this example:
• The data filter item is Product ID =30001 to 30003
• The output data items are Product and Quantity
This table shows the output:
Product

Quantity

Sandwich loaf

23

Toast loaf

30

Wholemeal loaf

30

Total

83

Detail query
A detail query provides a detailed listing. The results is a row for each record in the database. For
example, all products that include the term 'Loaf', and their quantities.
In this example:
• The data filter item is Product =%Loaf%
• The output data items are Product and Quantity
This table shows the output:
Product

Quantity

Sandwich loaf

2

Sandwich loaf

3

Sandwich loaf

8
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Product

Quantity

Sandwich loaf

10

Toast loaf

10

Toast loaf

20

Wholemeal loaf

5

Wholemeal loaf

10

Wholemeal loaf

15

Extraction types
The extraction types that are available depend on whether the query is a summary or a detail query.
These are all the extraction types:
• Sum: Returns the sum of the values in a group.
• Count: Returns the number of items in a group.
• Average: Returns the average of the values in a group.
• Minimum: Returns the minimum value from a group of values.
• Maximum: Returns the maximum value from a group of values.
• Distinct Sum: Returns the sum of only the unique values in a group.
• Distinct Count: Returns the number of unique values in a group.
• Distinct Average: Returns the average of the unique values in a group.
• Segment: Returns part of a string, specified by offset and length.
See: "The Segment extraction format" on page 28.
• Code: Returns the code of an item. For example, C for credit items.
• Description: Returns the description of an item code. For example, Credit or Debit.
• Short Description: Returns the short description of an item code. For example, Cr or Dr.
Many extraction types have options to reverse the sign notation for positive and negative values.
See: "Using reverse sign notation" on page 28.
Many numeric extraction types have options to specify scaling.
See: "Using scaling" on page 28.
Editing extraction types
To change the extraction type:
1 Click the Extraction Options icon in the Output pane.
2 Select an extraction type.
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Some extraction types have options to use reverse sign notation for positive and negative values,
and to specify a scaling factor.
a Optionally, select Reverse Sign.
See: "Using reverse sign notation" on page 28.
b Optionally, select a scaling factor from the list, or specify a scaling factor.
See: "Using scaling" on page 28.
3 For segments, click the Offset and Length options to specify the segment.
See "The Segment extraction format" on page 28.

The Segment extraction format
The Segment extraction format extracts a subsection of an output item. It can be used, for example,
to extract only the numeric values from an alphanumeric string such as ID235ZA.
Note: Segments are reserved for alphanumeric fields. Segment functionality cannot be applied to
numeric reference fields, where the field is referential.
Segments are specified by offset and length.
For example, to extract the numeric string 235 from the alphanumeric string ID235ZA , specify an offset
of 2 and a length of 3.
The offset of 2 specifies that the first two characters of the string are ignored.
The length of 3 specifies that the extracted string is three characters long.

Using reverse sign notation
The Reverse Sign option changes the display of a numeric output from positive to negative, or from
negative to positive. For example, display a credit of $100 as $100 or -$100.

Using scaling
The scaling factor performs a simple arithmetical operation on extracted values. It can be defined if
Use Scaling is selected for the selected extraction format.
See: "Changing the extraction format".
By default a scaling factor of /100 is used which divides the extracted amount by factor 100. You can
also the multiplication (*), addition (+), and subtraction (-) operators to scale values. You can use a
scaling factor to change units in executive summary reports.
You can add further scaling factors to specify, for example, currency exchange rates.
For example, assume that 1 EURO = $ 1.215 USD. To convert extracted Euro values to dollars, specify
' *1.215 ' as the scaling factor.
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The scaling factor does not perform any rounding. So, for example, 1354.5658 with a scaling factor of
/100 becomes 13.545658.
For accuracy, the scaling factor is performed on the final summary result rather than on individual
transactions. To maximize performance, scaling factor calculations are completed by the server and
not the client PC.

Sorting output items
You can specify that data in each output column is sorted in ascending or descending order, and specify
the order in which the columns are sorted. The sort order does not affect the display sequence of the
output columns.
To specify how the data in a query is sorted:
1 Click the Sort Options icon in the Output pane of the Query & Analysis Query Definition dialog.
2 For each column to be sorted, click in the Sorting Type field and select a sorting option.
3 Click the Top, Up, Down, and Bottom icons in the toolbar to specify the order in which to sort the
columns.
4 Specify whether the query should return all rows, a specified number of rows, or a specified
percentage of rows.

Specifying filters
In the Columns and Filters dialog, the mandatory filter items are displayed. Which filters are required
is determined by the DataLink through which Q&A Evolve links to the data source. To add additional
filters, click the filter icon in the heading of the Filters pane. In the Add Filters pane, click filters to add
them.
Some filters accept multiple values or ranges of values. Select the multi-selection operator to filter on
multiple values or the range operator to filter on non-contiguous ranges.
To specify a filter:
1 Click the filter icon in the heading of the filter.
See: "Specifying period filters" on page 31.
2 To change the comparison operator, click the current operator and scroll to select the required
operator.
Some filters accept multiple values or ranges of values. Select the multi-selection operator or the
range operator.
Some operators provide options to specify case sensitivity and to use segments. Follow these steps
to enable or disable the case sensitivity and segment options:
a Click the Case Sensitive or Segment option on the selected operator.
b Enable or disable the Case Sensitive option.
Case sensitivity specifies whether upper and lower case values for a string are treated equally.
For example, if Case Sensitive is selected, the strings 'ABC' and 'abc' are not equivalent.
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c Enable or disable the Use Segment option.
For the Segment option type, click the Offset option and specify an offset.
3 Specify the value of the filter.
Specify the value manually or click the lookup icon and select.
4 Some filters accept multiple conditions. Click Add Condition and specify the filter.
5 Click Done when you have specified a filter.
6 When you have specified all filters, click Done to close the Columns and Filters dialog.
The Done button is disabled if any filter is incompletely specified.
Period filters
The Period lookup lists all available periods. When you select a period it is represented by one of these
codes in the Filters table:
Period Code

Description

Example From

Example To

P

Specify period

Same or earlier
than To period

Same or later than No
From period

PF

First period of cur- 2012/001
rent year

2012/001

Yes

PA

This period

2012/009

2012/009

Yes

PE

This period last
year

2011/009

2011/009

No

PH

Last period

2012/008

2012/008

No

PN

Next period

2012/010

2012/010

No

QA

This quarter

2012/007

2012/009

No

QE

This quarter last
year

2011/007

2011/009

No

QH

Last quarter

2012/004

2012/006

No

QN

Next quarter

2012/010

2012/012

No

YA

Year to date

2012/001

2012/009

Yes

YF

YTD first period of 2012/001
current year

2012/001

Yes

YE

Year to date last
year

2011/001

2011/009

Yes

YH

Last year end

2011/001

2011/013

No

YK

Year balance to
end of year

2012/001

2012/013

Yes
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Period Code

Description

YR

Example From

Example To

Offset Available

Periods remaining 2012/010
for current year

2012/013

No

B

Specify balance

2012/009

2012/009

Yes

BA

Balance

1990/01

2012/009

Yes

BE

Balance this period 1990/01
last year

2011/009

No

BF

Balance first period 1990/001
of current year

2012/001

Yes

BH

Balance last period 1990/001

2012/008

No

BK

Balance at year
end

1990/001

2012/013

Yes

BS

Balance at start of 1990/001
year

2011/013

No

Specifying period filters
For most periods, the Current Period Override field is enabled. Specify a period in the Current Period
Override field if you need to use a period that is not the current period of the database. For example,
if the period has recently rolled over but, for reporting purposes, the definition needs to be based on,
or relative to, a current period of the previous month.
The remaining options of the dialog vary according to the period.
To specify a period filter:
1 Click the lookup icon to display the Period Lookup.
2 Select a period and select or specify the required values.
The required fields vary according to the query.
3 If an offset is available, optionally specify an offset.
For example, if the current period is October 2014 then This Period with an offset of 1 is November
2014.
4 If Current Period Override is available, optionally specify an override period.
5 Click OK.

Removing content
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To remove a widget, the dashboard must be in edit mode.
If a dashboard is in edit mode and the cursor is over a widget, the widget controls are displayed.
To remove a widget:
1 If the dashboard is locked, click Edit Dashboard to enable edit mode.
2 Place the cursor over the widget to display its control buttons.
3 Click Remove.

Communication between widgets

In Infor BI Application Studio you can use variables to link reports. For example, use variables to ensure
that a date filter selected in one report is automatically selected when you open another. But dashboards
display multiple reports; some of which need to react to changes in other reports, and some of which
do not. If you use only variables to link reports, you must refresh the entire dashboard to update the
linked reports. To refresh the linked reports on a dashboard, use report parameters, in addition to
variables, when designing reports.

Report parameters
Reports are linked if their parameters:
• Have the same names. That is, they refer to the same variable.
• Have different names but refer to the same look-up.
Note: Report parameters must be of either Element or Tuple type.

WebView parameters
WebViews can also have parameters. You can link WebViews to report widgets and to other WebViews
on a dashboard by creating parameters from parts of their URLs.
See: "Creating and editing VebView widget parameters" on page 35

Parameter connections
The parameters of multiple widgets can form a parameter connection. For example, if two or more
widgets have Location and Month parameters, there are two possible parameter connections. You
could add some or all widgets to either, or both connections. For example, to link widgets by location,
add the location parameter of each widget to the Location parameter connection.
By default, links between report widgets are detected automatically and the parameter connections
created. You can turn off auto-detection and create connections manually.
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See: "Creating parameter connections" on page 33.
Note: Connections between report widgets and WebViews are not automatically detected and must
be created manually.
By default, when you save a dashboard, the values of the parameter connections are saved with it.
Those values are selected each time you open the dashboard and are unaffected by changes to the
source report in the report catalog. But sometimes you will want changes in the source report to affect
the dashboard values: for example if the source report is configured to update daily.

The leading widget
You can turn off storage by selecting a leading widget for the connection from the Initial Value list. The
value of a leading widget drives the values of the other widgets in the connection when the dashboard
loads. If there are parameters which are not used in a parameter connection you can specify whether
their values are stored in the dashboard or set by the widget.
Note: A WebView cannot be the leading widget of a parameter connection.
If the leading widget is removed from a dashboard, the initial value automatically reverts to 'stored in
dashboard'.

Creating parameter connections
Parameter connections represent links between report widgets.
To create a parameter connection manually:
1 Click Dashboard > Widget Communication.
The Widget Communication dialog is displayed.
2 Expand a widget in the Widgets and Parameters pane to reveal its parameters.
3 Drag a parameter to the New Parameter Connection field of the Parameter Connections pane.
A parameter connection is created.
4 From each widget that you want to include in the connection, drag a parameter of the same type
and drop it on the parameter connection.
Note: A parameter connection can only contain one parameter from each widget.
5 As required, drag further parameters to the New Parameter Connection field to create further
parameter connections.
You can create a parameter connection with only one parameter but this triggers a warning message.
You should do this only while designing a dashboard. Remove the connection, or add further
parameters before making the dashboard available to users.
6 By default, the values of the parameters in a connection are stored in the dashboard and used each
time the dashboard is opened. To turn off storage, select a widget from the Initial Value list. The
selected widget becomes the leading widget.
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Editing parameter connections
You can edit connections by dragging parameters in and out of connections or by deleting individual
connections. Or, you can dissolve all connections and, optionally, re-enable auto-detection. You can
turn individual connections on or off.
The name and the unique name of parameter connections are generated automatically. You can edit
these connection properties using the Widget Communication dialog.
To edit connection properties:
1 Click Dashboard > Widget Communication.
The Widget Communication dialog is displayed.
2 Click the Edit icon.
3 Edit the name or unique name of the parameter connection.

Splitting parameter connections
You can split a parameter connection so that two instances of a widget communicate separately.
For example, you have two widgets. When you select a region in one widget, a chart in the second
widget updates to display the sales for that region. If you want to compare the sales for two different
regions, the first step is to add a second instance of each widget to the dashboard. The dashboard
then contains four widgets. But if you select a region in either region widget, both charts update to
display sales for that region. So, the second step is to split the parameter connection so that the first
region widget only updates the first chart widget and the second region widget only updates the second
chart widget.
To split the parameter connection:
1 Click Dashboard > Widget Communication.
The Widget Communication dialog is displayed.
2 Expand the parameter connection in the Parameter Connections pane.
The four parameters of the connection are listed: two from the region widget and two from the chart
widget.
3 Drag one of the region widgets to the New Parameter Connection field.
A second parameter connection is created, with the same name as the first.
4 Drag one of the chart widgets onto the region widget of the second parameter connection.
The Widget Communication dialog displays two parameter connections, each with two parameters.
In the dashboard, you can now select different regions in the two region widgets. The two charts update
independently.
Note: To make it easier to identify the widgets in the Widget Connection dialog, you might rename the
widgets on the dashboard.
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Report jumps
An Application Studio report can contain jumps to other reports. If a widget displays a report which
contains a jump, you can specify whether the target report replaces the current content of the widget,
or it is displayed full-screen as a new dashboard.
By default, the target report will be displayed full-screen.
To specify the behavior of the target report:
1 Click Edit in the widget which contains the source report.
2 In the Jump Targets field, select either:
Option
Description
Open in this widget

The current content of the widget will be replaced.

Replace dashboard

The target report will be displayed full-screen.

Creating and editing VebView widget parameters
You can use parameter connections to link widgets on a dashboard. For WebView widgets, you create
the parameters from parts of the URL. For example, if the URL contained location information, you
could make a location parameter from that part of the URL and use it in communication between
widgets. Unlike report parameters, WebView parameters cannot be automatically added to a parameter
connection.
See "Communication between widgets" on page 32.
WebView parameters replace part of the URL with ${parameter_name}. You can make parameters
from a URL, or you can paste in a URL which already contains parameters in the required format. You
can also use the Link icon to reuse parameters. For example, if you have used the parameters of a
URL in a parameter connection but the URL then needs to be changed, you can use Link instead of
remaking parameters for the new URL and then recreating the parameter connection.
1 Click Edit Dashboard to enable edit mode.
2 Place the mouse pointer over the widget to display its toolbar and click Properties.
3 Specify the URL.
4 Click URL Parameters.
If you paste in a URL which contains parameters, the parameters are automatically detected when
you click URL Parameters. If you click URL Parameters and then paste in the URL, the parameters
are not automatically detected. Instead, click Detect Parameters.
5 Select the part of the URL to use and click Make Parameter.
6 Specify the default value of the parameter.
In the URL, the parameter is replaced by the default value.
7 To reuse a parameter in another part of the URL, select the text to replace and click the Link icon.
To copy a parameter to the end of the URL, place the cursor at the end of the URL and click Link.
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8 To delete a parameter, click Delete.
9 Click OK.

Dashboard management
Click Dashboards on the toolbar to display the dashboard browser.
In the dashboard browser you can:
Icon

Description
Open a dashboard.

Access dashboard and folder options.

Refresh the list of dashboards from the dashboard catalog.
Add a dashboard: a new blank content area is displayed.

Create folders in which to save dashboards.
View or change the name, unique name, or description of folders
or dashboards.
Change the permissions.
Copy dashboards and folders.
Delete folders and dashboards.

Note: The ability to create and edit dashboards and folders depends on user permissions.
See: "Managing dashboard and dashboard folder permissions" on page 41 .

Opening dashboards
Dashboards
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Dashboards are stored in folders and subfolders in the dashboard browser. You can drag dashboards
to reorder them.
Click folders to access their content and subfolders.
If other users have created dashboards whilst you have been logged on, you can click Refresh to get
the latest dashboards from the dashboard catalog.
To open a dashboard:
1 Click Dashboards on the toolbar.
2 Browse to the dashboard to open.
If a dashboard is currently open, its name is highlighted in the dashboard browser.
3 Click the dashboard.
Press Ctrl and click to open a dashboard in a new browser tab.

Searching dashboards
The search feature allows you to search for dashboards in the dashboard browser or you can search
for reports and other content in the content connections. You can search within folders and sub-folders
of your content structure.
To search for dashboards or content:
1 To search for dashboards, click Dashboards on the toolbar.
2 To search for content, click on a content connection.
3 Click the search icon and type in the term that you want to search for.
A list of search results is displayed.

Moving dashboards and folders
Dashboards

You can move dashboards, and folders and their contents to different folders in the dashboard browser.
Note: You cannot change property settings, or edit or delete a protected dashboard.
1 Click Dashboards on the toolbar.
2 Click on the item that you want to move and drag it.
If you drag an item over a folder, the folder is highlighted. If you want to move an item out of the
folder, drag it until the blue borderline is highlighted.
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Creating dashboards
Dashboards

When you sign in, a blank dashboard is displayed. You can open a saved dashboard, add reports from
a content connection or add Web content through a WebView.
To create a dashboard:
1 Click Dashboard > New Dashboard.
If the current dashboard is unsaved, or there are unsaved changes, you are prompted to save.
Otherwise, a blank dashboard is displayed.
2 Open a content connection to add a report, or add a WebView from the Toolbox.

Creating folders and subfolders
Dashboards

If you have the appropriate permissions, you can create folders and subfolders:
• In the dashboard browser
• In the Save Dashboard dialog when saving a dashboard.
See "Managing dashboard and dashboard folder permissions" on page 41.
In the dashboard browser, you can use drag and drop to make one folder a subfolder of another.
To create a folder in the dashboard browser:
1 Click Dashboards in the toolbar.
2 Either:
a Click New Folder.
A folder is created in the root, Dashboards, folder. You can use drag & drop to make one folder
a subfolder of another.
b Browse to a folder in which to create a subfolder, click its Settings icon and click New Folder
in the menu.
A subfolder of the selected folder is created.
3 Specify a folder name and press Enter.
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Copying dashboards
Dashboards

You can copy dashboards in the dashboard browser or you can use the Save As and Save a Copy
options on the toolbar.
See "Using Save As and Save a Copy options" on page 40.
To copy a dashboard in the dashboard browser:
1 Click Dashboards in the toolbar.
2 Browse to the dashboard to copy and click its Settings button.
Note: In the dashboard browser, you cannot copy a dashboard which is open.
3 Click Copy.
4 Specify the target folder, the name for the dashboard and, optionally, a description.
5 Click OK.
The copy of the dashboard is displayed in the same folder as the original. If required, you can then
drag the copy to another folder.

Renaming dashboards and folders
Dashboards

To rename a dashboard or folder:
1 Click Dashboards in the toolbar.
2 Browse to the folder or dashboard to rename and click Settings > Properties buttons.
3 Specify the new name and click OK.
The new name is displayed.

Removing dashboards and folders
Dashboards

To remove a dashboard or folder:
1 Click Dashboards in the toolbar.
2 Browse to the folder or dashboard to remove and click its Settings button.
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Note: You cannot remove a dashboard which is open.
3 Click the Remove icon.

Saving dashboards

You are prompted to save a dashboard if:
• You leave a dashboard which has not been saved.
• You leave a dashboard which has unsaved changes.
You are also prompted if you click Save, and another user has saved changes to the dashboard during
the time in which you have had the dashboard open.
See: "Concurrent saving and editing" on page 41.
To save a dashboard:
1 To save changes to a dashboard, click Save on the toolbar.
2 To save, when prompted, click Yes.
If the dashboard is unsaved, the Save Dashboard dialog is displayed. Unsaved changes are saved.
3 Specify a dashboard name.
Or, to overwrite an existing dashboard, click the dashboard to overwrite. The same name, without
spaces or special characters, is suggested as the unique name. You can specify a different unique
name.
4 Optionally, specify a description of the dashboard.
Dashboard descriptions are displayed in Dashboard Properties.
5 Browse to the folder in which to save the dashboard and click OK.
Otherwise, click OK to save the dashboard in the root, Public Dashboards, folder.

Using Save As and Save a Copy options

The Save a Copy option copies a dashboard but keeps the original open. The Save As option opens
a new copy of the dashboard and closes the original.
To use Save As, or Save a Copy:
1 Open the dashboard to copy.
2 On the toolbar, select either Save As or Save a Copy option.
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The Save Dashboard dialog is displayed.
3 Browse to the folder in which to save the copy.
Or click Create new folder to create a folder.
4 Select an existing dashboard to replace it or specify a new dashboard name and, optionally, a
description.
5 Click OK.

Concurrent saving and editing
Infor Motion Dashboards and Infor BI Dashboards are cross-platform applications. Dashboards can
be edited concurrently in multiple instances of one application or in instances of both applications. For
example, an Infor BI Dashboards user might make and save changes the content or properties of a
dashboard whilst you are editing the same dashboard in Infor Motion Dashboards on an iPad. Or two
Infor BI Dashboards users might edit a dashboard concurrently.
In these cases, you are prompted that a newer version of the dashboard exists when "save your
changes" on page 40. You can:
• Overwrite the newer version with your version
• Save the dashboard under a different name.
To overwrite the dashboard, click Overwrite.

Managing dashboard and dashboard folder permissions
Dashboards

This section describes the permission management of dashboards and dashboard folders in Infor BI
Dashboards.
Note: To manage the permissions of dashboards and dashboard folders, users must have the Administer
permission.
To manage dashboard and dashboard folder permissions:
1 Click Dashboards on the toolbar.
2 Click the Settings icon of the dashboard or folder to manage.
3 Click Permissions.
The Permissions dialog displays the roles which have been created for the dashboard catalog in
Repository Administration. The permissions for each role are displayed. By default, roles inherit
their permissions from the dashboard catalog.
4 To assign or withdraw permissions manually, select or clear the permissions check boxes.
If you change a permission manually, the Restore Inheritance button is enabled. If you change the
permissions on a folder, the permissions are inherited by all subfolders and dashboards within it.
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5 To restore the inherited permissions of the role, click Restore Inheritance.

Dashboard settings
This section explains how you can access and change dashboard settings.

Helper lines

Helper lines help you to lay out and align content on a dashboard. The horizontal and vertical helper
lines become visible at defined points on the background when "hotspots" on page 11 at the edge or
center of a widget approach them - for example, when you drag or resize a widget.
Lines are displayed at these points on the X and Y axes of the dashboard: 0.333, 0.5, 0.666. So, for
example, you could resize a widget to occupy precisely a third of the dashboard.
To turn helper lines on or off:
1 Select Settings > Helper Lines.
2 Select or clear the Helper Lines check box to toggle helper lines on or off.
Note: To temporarily toggle helper lines and "snapping" on page 42 or off, press the S key while
dragging a widget.

Snapping

Snapping helps you to align widgets precisely. Widgets within the 'snapping distance' are pulled towards
helper lines and the edges of other objects and automatically aligned with them.
To turn snapping on or off:
1 Click Settings.
2 Select or clear the Snapping check box to toggle snapping on or off.
Note: To temporarily toggle helper lines and snapping or off, press the S key while dragging a
widget. While the S key is pressed, a message indicates whether snapping is on or off.
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Auto-hide toolbar

If preferred, you can specify that the toolbar is displayed when you place the mouse pointer at the top
of the screen, and then is automatically hidden again:
Note: If the auto-size option is on, hiding the toolbar increases the size of the dashboard.
See "Auto-sizing dashboards" on page 17.
To auto-hide the toolbar:
1 Click Settings.
2 Select or clear the Auto-hide toolbar check box to toggle auto-hide on or off.

Automatic refresh

The automatic refresh option allows you to refresh the dashboard content automatically.
To set the automatic refresh option:
1 Click Settings.
2 Select or clear the Automatic refresh check box.
3 Select the interval in minutes.
Default: 15 minutes
Note: If you set the automatic refresh interval to be smaller than the session timeout option, the
session will not time out.
4 Select the countdown option.
Default: 30 seconds

Setting the start screen

In the Infor BI Repository you can specify that a specific dashboard, or a blank dashboard, is displayed
as the start screen when users sign in to Infor BI Dashboards or to Infor Motion Dashboards. You can
also specify the start screen in Infor BI Dashboards and Infor Motion Dashboards.
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To specify a start screen:
1 Select Settings > Start Screen.
2 Select one of these options:
Option

Description

Default Start Screen

Opens the default start screen.

Start Empty

Opens an empty screen after sign-in.

Dashboard

Opens a specified dashboards as your start screen. Browse to the
dashboard to use as the start screen, or click Use Current to specify
the current dashboard as the start screen.

3 Click OK.

Setting the language

You can specify the language of the dashboard user interface, and of dashboard content, such as
widget headers.
To specify the language of the UI or the content:
1 Select Settings > Language.
2 Select the required UI and Content language from the drop-down lists.
The Language list depends on the languages in the repository to which the user is connected and
which contains the dashboard catalog.
If the language selected is not supported by some of the content displayed on the dashboard, that
content is displayed in the default language specified for the project in Infor BI Repository
Administration. As content can be added from more than one project, ensure that each project has
the same default language.

Content connections
Administrators register access to report catalogs in Infor BI Dashboards through content connections.
As a content provider, Infor BI Application Studio WebServices is supported. Content connections are
stored on project level in the repository. Content connections must be configured correctly before you
can access any content from report catalogs in Infor BI Dashboards. Dashboards that are based on
content connections do not work, if the content connections are removed.
You can create, edit, and delete content connections. Additionally, you can change the order in which
the content connections are displayed in the toolbar.
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Note:
To administer content connections, you must have these permissions:
• Project permission Edit: The user can manage dashboard catalogs.
• Dashboard permission Administer: The user can change the settings of dashboard catalogs.
See the Repository online help for detailed information on how to configure dashboard catalogs,
dashboard settings, and dashboard permissions and roles.
The Content Connections page shows this information:
Name
The name of a content connection that is shown in the Dashboards toolbar.
Description
The description of a content connection.
Connection
The content connection is shown here. Content connections of Application Studio WebServices report
catalogs have this format: <Repository>/<Project>/<Report Catalog>.
Note: The content connections that are shown in the list of this page might not be connected. You can
leave this page, even if some content connections do not work properly. To ensure that a content
connection works properly, double-click the content connection from the list. The Content Connection
Editor dialog opens. Click Test. If a connection is not possible, a message is shown that indicates the
reason why the connection cannot be established.

Creating a content connection

See "Content connections" on page 44 for conceptual information about content connection.
To create a content connection:
1 Select Settings > Content Connections.
2 Click Create in the toolbar and select the type of content connection to add.
The Content Connection Editor is displayed.
3 Specify this information:
Name
Specify the name of the content connection. When you have created the content connection, the
name is shown in the Dashboards toolbar.
Unique Name
Specify the unique name of the content connection. This name identifies a content connection.
Description
Specify a description of the content connection.
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Connection mode
Select if the content connection is established automatically after the user has signed in so there
is no delay for establishing connection after the content connection button is clicked.
Base URL
Specify the URL of the Application Studio WebServices server.
Note: This option is not available for Dashboards Service.
Repository
Specify the repository that contains the project and report catalog data.
Note: This option is not available for Dashboards Service.
Note: See the Repository online help for detailed information on how to configure dashboard
catalogs, dashboard settings, and dashboard permissions and roles.
Authentication
Select the authentication system of the user, that is used to sign in to the repository. The user must
be defined in the RepositoryUser Management. Infor BI supports a number of authentication systems
but not all systems are supported by all Infor BI products. For Infor BI Dashboards and Infor Motion
Dashboards you can select one of these authentication systems:
• Existing Connection: Uses the same certificate that users receive when they sign in to Dashboards
as to connect to the report catalog. We recommend that you use this authentication within a
repository and if the user management is linked between remote repository and Dashboards
providing repository.
Note: If you use the Existing Connection option and you use the Basic authentication to access
Dashboards, the source system of the content connection and Dashboard authentication must
share the user management of the same repository.
• Windows: Uses the Windows computer user to log on to the report catalog.
• IFS: Uses the IFS computer user to log on to the report catalog.
• Basic: Uses a user account from the Basic authentication system.
User
Specify the sign-in data of the user account.
Password
Specify the user password.
Project
Specify the project that contains the report catalog to access.
Note: This option is not available for Dashboards Service.
Report Catalog
Specify the report catalog that contains the content to work with.
Note: This option is not available for Dashboards Service.
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4 To ensure that your content connection is correctly configured, click Test before you save the content
connection. If a connection is not possible, a message is shown that indicates the reason why the
connection cannot be established.
5 To save the content connection, click OK. You can immediately use the new content connection in
the Dashboards toolbar.

Editing a content connection

Caution: When you edit content connections, ensure that the connections work properly. Test
the connections, so that dashboards that access content from those connections do not become
useless. If you change a content connections, ensure that it provides the same content. You
can destroy dashboards, if you select a different report catalog in an existing content connection
that does not contain the reports to use in a dashboard or in which the reports have different
unique names.
To edit a content connection:
1 Select Settings > Content Connections.
2 On the Content Connections page, double-click the content connection to edit, or select a content
connection and click Edit in the toolbar.
3 In the Content Connection Editor dialog, specify the required information. See "Creating a content
connection" on page 45 for a description of the required field entries.
4 To delete a content connection, select the content connection in the list and click Delete.
Caution: Before you remove a content connection, ensure that the connection is not used
by dashboards that would not work properly when they try to access content from those
connections. If you remove a content connection, you can destroy dashboards that access
report catalogs from this connection.
5 To change the order in which the content connections are displayed in the Dashboards toolbar,
select a content connection in the list and click the up or down arrows in the toolbar.
6 To ensure that your content connection is correctly configured, click Test before you save the content
connection. If a connection is not possible, a message is shown that indicates the reason why the
connection cannot be established.
7 To save the changes, click OK. You can immediately use the changed content connection in the
Dashboards toolbar.
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Dashboard properties

To display the Dashboard Properties dialog of a currently open dashboard, select Dashboard >
Dashboard Properties.
In the Dashboard Properties dialog you can:
• Rename the currently open dashboard. To rename a closed dashboard, see: "Renaming dashboards
and folders" on page 39.
• Add or edit a dashboard description.
• View information about when the dashboard was created and modified.
• Specify the size of the dashboard. That is, the size of the area in which you can place content.
• Specify whether the widget headers are displayed.
• Specify a background color for the dashboard.
There are three tabs: General, Layout, and Theme.

Dashboard browser

To edit the name, unique name, and description of any of your dashboards, navigate to dashboard
properties using the dashboard browser.

General

Select Dashboard > Dashboard Properties and click the General tab.
On the General tab, you can change the name, unique name and description of the current dashboard.
The General tab displays this information:
• The user who created the dashboard and the date and time of creation
• The user who last modified the dashboard and the date and time of modification.

Protected application component dashboards
Dashboards that are part of an application can be protected.
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Note: You cannot change property settings, or edit or delete a protected dashboard.
An application component dashboard has this additional information in the DashboardsProperties
dialog:
•
•
•
•

Application name
Application Version number
Vendor name
Protected Yes or No

Layout properties
In the Dashboard Properties dialog, on the Layout tab you can:
• Specify the size of the dashboard,
• Set the maximum size of the dashboards,
• Specify dashboard margins,
• Select to display the Dashboard title bar.

Specifying dashboard size
By default, the automatic size of 100% of the screen for dashboard width and height is selected. You
can also set maximum width and height in pixels. Alternatively, you can set the exact dashboard
dimensions in pixels.
If you specify a dashboard size that is smaller than the screen size, the remaining space creates a
border at the sides and the bottom of the dashboard.
Note: If Auto-hide toolbar is selected, the height of the dashboard increases by the height of the toolbar.
See "Auto-hide toolbar" on page 43.
To change the dashboard size:
1 Click the Edit dashboard icon and click Dashboards icon > Dashboard Properties.
2 Click the Layout tab.
3 To set how much percentage of the screen dimensions the dashboard occupies, select Automatic
and specify the width and height of the dashboard in percentages.
Optionally, you specify the maximum height and width of the dashboard in pixels.
4 To specify the exact size, select Exact and specify the width or height of the dashboard in pixels.
5 To set the current screen size, select Current Screen Size.
The exact dashboard dimensions in pixels are used.
6 Click OK.
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Displaying the dashboard title bar

A dashboard title bar displays the name of the dashboards that is specified in Dashboard properties.
By default, the dashboard title bar is not displayed when you create a dashboard, you can change this
option on the Layout tab.
1 Select Dashboard > Dashboard Properties > Layout.
2 To display the title bar of a dashboards, click Show Dashboard Title Bar.

Specifying the theme

Select Dashboard > Dashboard Properties > Theme.
On the Theme tab, you can specify a background color for a dashboard. You can pick a color from a
palette, or specify a hexadecimal value.
To specify a background color:
1 Click the color sample.
A color picker is displayed.
2 Use the vertical slider to select the area of the color palette which contains the color you want.
Or, if you know the hexadecimal value of the color you want, specify it in the field at the top of the
color picker. You do not need to specify the # symbol.
3 Select the color you require and click OK.

Sharing dashboards

You can quickly make other users aware of dashboards they might be interested in, by sending a
dashboard link in a template e-mail. The e-mail has the name of the dashboard as its subject and this
text in its body.
You can also share your content by exporting and importing dashboards and folders.
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Creating dashboard links
A dashboard link is the URL of a specific dashboard.
Note: Because of limitations of the maximum URL size that are supported by various browsers, the
created link does not always contain all parameters of the dashboard. Therefore, if the dashboard is
changed after sending the link, the recipient of the dashboard link may see a different view than the
view at the time of sending the link.
If required you can then amend the link by adding, for example, username and password parameters
to sign in the recipient automatically. See "Manual dashboard links" on page 51 for more information
about editing the links manually.
1 In an open dashboard, select Share > Create Dashboard Link.
2 Select one of the options:
• Simple link - opens the default view of the dashboard.
The recipient of a simple link always sees the recently saved dashboard view.
• Full context link - opens the saved view of the dashboard.
Even if the dashboard view has been changed, the recipient of the full context link, sees the view
that was saved at the time when the full context link was created.
• Relative context link - represents the difference between the saved view and the simple link.
The relative context link contains any values that were changed since the dashboard view was
saved.
3 Click Send E-Mail
Note: If you use Web-based e-mail, press Ctrl + Send E-Mail to open your e-mail client in a new
window.
4 Click Close.
The links created by the Create Dashboard Link feature require the recipient to sign in to the dashboard.
But you can manually create dashboard links that include sign-in credentials.

Manual dashboard links
You can manually create dashboard links, or amend links which were created with the Create Dashboard
Link option.
For Infor BI Dashboards links, you can:
• Specify a project. If a start screen has been specified, it is displayed. Otherwise, a blank dashboard
is displayed. The user must sign in manually.
http://localhost/Dashboards/api/repository/project
• Display a specific dashboard. The user must sign in manually.
http://localhost/Dashboards/api/repository/project/dashboard?name=Infor
Demo
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• Specify a project, a dashboard, and credentials to sign in the user automatically.
Note: Automatic sign-in works only with the Basic authentication enabled.
http://localhost/Dashboards/api/repository/project/dashboard?name=Comms
Demo&showheader=false&username=DemoUser&password=DemoPassword
• Specify parameters of the current view.
This example specifies:
• connections and their values, respectively: Customer, Measure, Product
• a widget with ID 3939fd55-e408-4cf6-987b-50a3eb63afdb and the unconnected parameter
GlobalVariables.Measure

http://localhost/Dashboards/api/repository/project/dashboard?name=AssociativeSalesAnalysis&connections=Customer*%5BCUSTOMER%5D.%5BCustomers%20by%20region%5D.%5B1%5D'Measure*%5BMEASURE_SALES%5D.%5BNet%20amount/revenue%5D.%5B1%5D'Product*%5BPRODUCT%5D.%5BProducts%20by%20item%20group%5D.%5B1%5D'&widgets
=3939fd55-e408-4cf6-987b-50a3eb63afdb~GlobalVariables.Measure*%5BMEASURE_SALES%5D.%5BNet%20amount/revenue%5D.%5B1%5D
Infor BI Dashboards links have this syntax:

<protocol>://<server>:[<port>]/<path>/<repository>
<project>/dashboard?name=<dashboard_uniquename>&[showheader=true]&[username=<user_name>]&[password=<password>]&[connections=<connection_uniquename>]&[widgets=<widget_id>]&[autorefresh=<minutes>]&[showcountdown=<seconds>]
Example: http://localhost/Dashboards/api/repository/project/dashboard?name=
CommsDemo&showheader=false&username=DemoUser&password=DemoPassword

Exporting dashboards

You can export dashboards and folders that you want to share with others.
To export dashboards:
1 Select Share > Export Dashboards.
2 Select dashboards and folders that you want to export.
3 Click Next.
The list of content connection is displayed.
4 Click Finish.
Your dashboards are saved with .dashboards extension.
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Importing dashboards

You can import dashboards and folders. You need a file with .dashboards extension that was created
in Dashboards.
To import dashboards:
1 Select Share > Import Dashboards.
2 Select Import file and Target folder.
3 Click Next.
4 Select Dashboards and folders that you want to import.
5 Click Next.
The list of content connections that are needed by the imported dashboards is displayed.
Note: If the required content connections already exist, they are preselected.
6 Click Next.
The detailed information about the dashboards, folders, and content connections is displayed.
7 Click Finish.
8 If any of the dashboard or folders exist, select one of these options:
Option
Description
Skip all existing folders and
dashboards

The existing folders, dashboards, and any content of the
existing folder will not be imported.

Add all

The imported dashboards and folders will be renamed by
adding a suffix.

Merge folders and add
dashboards

Merge the content of the imported folders into the existing
ones. If a dashboard already exists, the imported one will be
added and renamed by adding a suffix.

Merge folders and overwrite
existing dashboards

Merge the content of the imported folder into the existing one.
Existing dashboards will be replaced by imported ones.

The dashboards are imported to the target folder.
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BI Application Manager

BI Application Manager provides administration for Infor BI Services through a web-based interface.
You can use a set of predefined dashboards to perform typical administrative tasks. You can also
create your own dashboards by organizing Administration widgets on your custom dashboard.
The Administration widgets and corresponding dashboards are organized into these folders:
• User and Permission Management
• Global Settings
• OLAP

Using predefined dashboards
The predefined dashboards contain a set of inter-connected Administration widgets that are ready for
use.
To use the predefined administration dashboards, click Dashboards on the toolbar and browse through
the folders or search for a specific dashboard.
Note: Delivered Administration dashboards are protected and you cannot modify them. To have
customized dashboards, use the available Administration widgets and create your own dashboards.
To open the predefined dashboards:
1 Open the Dashboards menu.
2 Expand available folders:
• "User and Permission Management" on page 56
• "Global Settings" on page 62
• "OLAP" on page 69
3 Open the dashboard that you want to use.
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Creating dashboards

To create a custom dashboard, that contains selected Administration widgets, follow these steps:
1 Open the Dashboards menu and click New Dashboard to create a new dashboard.
2 Open the Administration content connection, select a category folder, and drag a selected widget
to your dashboard.
3 Add, remove, arrange and resize widgets to design your customized dashboard.
4 Click Save and make your dashboard ready to use.

User and Permission Management
You can use pre-defined dashboards from the User and Permission Management folder to administer
the corresponding settings:
Administrators
Manage who can administer the repository and applications.
Users and user groups
Register users and user groups and assign them to application roles.
Application Roles
Define application roles.
You can also use these user management widgets to create custom dashboards:
• Application Permissions
• Application Roles
• Basic Groups
• Repository Permissions
• Repository Roles
• Users and User Groups
Note: The available dashboards contain widgets that use content connections and communicate
between each other. If you edit one widget, other widgets that use the same content connections are
affected as well.
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Creating a basic user

To create a basic user:
1 In the Users and User Groups widget, click the plus icon and select Create Basic User.
2 Specify the user name and description.
3 Optionally, you can disable and temporarily restrict an account.
4 Click the Password tab.
5 Enter and repeat the new password.
6 You can select these options:
• User must change password at the next sign in
• Password never expires
7 Click the Password Rules tab to specify user-specific settings.
Note: Password rules are inherited from a global security policy. You must first clear the option
Inherited and then select the option User-specific to change security settings.
8 Click OK.

Register Windows users and user groups

To register an existing Windows user or user group:
1 In the Users and User Groups widget, click the plus icon and select Register Windows User and
User Groups.
2 Specify the search elements:
a Enter a user or user group name.
b Optionally, select a type.
c Select the domain.
3 Click Search to see results.
4 To finalize the registration, select a user or group from the results list, and click Include.
5 Click OK to confirm your settings.
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Assigning users or groups to application roles
You can use the User and Permission Management dashboard to create users, user groups and update
their permissions. You can also assign users and groups to application roles. The widgets on this
dashboard are connected and there is communication between widgets so by selecting or updating an
item in one widget, the information is propagated to other widgets.
To assign application roles:
1 In the Users and User Groups widget, select the user.
2 In the Application Roles widget, select the application from a list and click Edit Application Roles
Assignments.
3 Select the application roles to which to assign the user and click Save.
4 In the Basic Groups widget, click Edit Basic Group Assignments icon.
5 Select the basic groups to which to assign the user and click Save.

Creating basic groups

To create basic groups:
1 In the Basic Groups widget, click Create.
2 Specify the name and the description of the basic group.
3 Click OK.

Creating application roles

Typically, ech application provides a prebuilt set of application roles. Additionally, you can add new
application roles using the predefined dashboards.
To create application roles:
1 Click Create in the Application Role widget.
2 Specify a name and description.
3 In the Rank box, type or select a user role ranking.
As you may assign multiple roles to one user, it can become important to define, which exact role
is going to inherit deterministic values that equip the user with specific settings. For a user with
multiple roles, the settings for an application role with the highest rank are used.
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Note: The smaller the number, the higher the rank. Zero value means that no rank is assigned to
an application role.
4 Click OK.

Editing application permissions

You can define application roles and modify the permissions for the application roles.
Note: Only users with administrative permissions for a specific application can edit permission
assignments for application roles.
To edit application permissions:
1 Open the Aplication Roles dashboard.
2 In the Application Roles widget, select the application from the drop-down list and select the
application role that you want to edit.
The application permissions that are assigned to the selected application role are highlighted.
3 Click Edit Application Permissions Assignments and select or deselect the permissions.
4 Click Save.

Application permissions
This section lists the predefined application permissions and their description. The permissions are
grouped by components:
• Application
View Application
Bearers can view the application. This application permission is assigned to all application roles.
Edit Application
Bearers can edit the application properties, add lists, calculations, variables, Aliases, tasks, shared
media, and to add, update and delete languages and database descriptions. This application
permission is assigned to MasterRole and ProjectDesigner application roles.
Administer Permissions
Bearers can manage the application permissions. This application permission is assigned to the
AdministratorRole and MasterRole application roles.
• Dashboard
View Dashboard
Bearers can view dashboards. This application permission is assigned to all application roles.
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Edit Dashboard
Bearers can edit dashboard properties, manage content connection. This application permission
is assigned to MasterRole and ProjectDesigner application roles.
• DataLink
View DataLink
Bearers can view DataLink connections. This application permission is assigned to all application
roles.
Edit DataLink
Bearers can configure DataLink connections. This application permission is assigned to MasterRole
and ProjectDesigner application roles.
• OLAP
View OLAP
Bearers can view OLAP databases and settings. This application permission is assigned to all
application roles.
Edit OLAP
Bearers can edit OLAP database settings. This application permission is assigned to MasterRole
and ProjectDesigner application roles.
Import/Export Values
Bearers can import and export OLAP databases. This application permission is assigned to the
MasterRole application role.
Edit Dimensions
Bearers can edit dimensions of OLAP databases. This application permission is assigned to the
MasterRole application role.
Edit Rules
Bearers can edit OLAP rules. This application permission is assigned to the MasterRole application
role.
Administer OLAP Database
Bearers can administer the OLAP permissions. This application permission is assigned to
AdministratorRole and MasterRole application roles.
Write Values
Bearers can write values to an OLAP database. This application permission is assigned to
MasterRole and ProjectDesigner application roles.
• Reporting
View Report
Bearers can view reports. This application permission is assigned to all application roles.
Edit Report
Bearers can edit reports. This application permission is assigned to MasterRole and ProjectDesigner
application roles.
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Browse Folders/Reports
Bearers can browse folders and reports. This application permission is assigned to MasterRole,
ProjectDesigner, and ViewRole application roles.

Creating repository roles

You can use predefined repository roles available in BI Application Manager.
1 Open the Administrators dashboard.
2 In the Repository Roles widget, click Create.
3 Specify a name and description.
4 Click OK.

Editing repository permissions

To edit repository permission assignments:
1 Open theAdministrators dashboard.
2 In the Repository Roles widget, select the role that you want to modify.
3 Click Edit 'Repository Permissions' Assignments.
4 Select the repository permissions that you want to apply to this role.
5 Click Save.

Repository permissions
This table shows the predefined repository permissions and their descriptions:
Repository permission

Description

Administer Users and Groups

Bearers can define and configure the SSO system
to be used, add, and remove users and user
groups. This repository permission is assigned to
the Repository Administrator role.
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Repository permission

Description

Change Password

Bearers can change the password to the application. This repository permission is assigned to the
Change Password role.

Administer Repository

Bearers can perform repository level administration
tasks, for example, history management, database
interface managemen. This repository permission
is assigned to the Repository Administrator role.

Create Application

Bearers can install new applications. This repository permission is assigned to Application Creator
and Repository Administratos roles.

Administer Farm

Bearers can manage the Configuration service,
repository assignments, and administer OLAP
database. This repository permission is assigned
to the Farm Administrator role.

View Log

Bearers can view existing log entries. This repository permission is assigned to Farm Administrator,
Log Administrator, and Log Viewer roles.

Administer Log

Bearers can create log definitions. This repository
permission is assigned to Farm Administrator and
Log Administrator roles.

Global Settings
Global Settings allow you to manage applications, attachments, set the language, manage authentication
settings, pending operations, and global data sources.
You can use predefined dashboards listed in the Global Settings folder or the corresponding widgets.
• To deploy, update and configure applications, use the Applications dashboard or the corresponding
Manage Applications widget.
• To manage authentication settings and handle pending operations, you can use the Repository
dashboard or the corresponding: Authentication Provider Settings and Pending Operations widgets.
• To manage attachments, use the Attachments dashboard or widget .
• To add or delete languages for your application or import and export strings, use the Language
Settings dashboard or the corresponding Languages and Strings widgets.
• To view global data sources for applications, use the Global Data Sources dashboard or the
corresponding Global Data Sources widget.
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Managing applications

You can install, update, and customize your Infor BI Services applications. To manage applications,
you need to take the applications offline and later put it back online. In the Application Details section,
you can view application properties, configuration tasks, and update the history.
To delete an application, you need to first take it offline.

Installing a BI application
1 Select Dashboards > Global Settings > Applications.
The Applications dashboard opens.
2 Click the Install app icon.
3 Click Install.
4 After successful installation, click Done.
The newly installed application is listed in the Applications dashboard.

Updating an Application
To update an application:
1 Select Dashboards > Global Settings > Applications.
The Applications dashboard opens.
2 Select the application
3 Click Take Offline.
4 Click Update.
The Update Application window is displayed.
5 Select an application file with the .biapplication extension and click Next.
6 Follow the Update Application wizard.
7 Select the application and click Put Online.

Repository
The Repository dashboard is a predefined dashboard that you can use to manage authentication
settings and handle pending operations.
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Authentication Provider Settings
You can enable or disable authentication providers or change settings of a selected authentication
provider.
Pending Operations
You can access the list of pending operations and group the operations by user or object type. In the
Pending Operations widget, you can see if any actions have not been finished and which user
checked-out which objects. Select the items that you want to check in and click the check mark to
accept the selected changes.

Global Data Sources
The Global Data Sources dashboard is a predefined dashboard that you can use to view global data
sources for Infor BI Services applications. Global data sources are cloud-related mechanisms that
automatically map relational Infor BI data sources to those of an entire tenant.
In the Global Data Sources dashboard, users can view the list of global data sources for applications
and edit their descriptions. Users cannot change their unique names, database types, database
providers, or connection settings. Users are able to delete permanently global data sources. This action
cannot be undone. Users cannot add back global data sources that were removed.

Attachments
Attachments are files which are stored in an application. The attachments contain this metadata
information:
File name
Represents the name of the attached file.
Note: The file names are not unique. You can upload files with the same name as long as the unique
name is different.
Unique name
Identifies the attachment. The unique name can be used by OLAP to refer to the attachment.
You can reference attachments by their unique names, for example, when you define attachment-related
actions in Application Studio
Size
Represents the size of the attachment.
Relative path
Internal address to the physical attachment in the storage system.
You can use the Attachments widget to perform these actions:
• Import attachment
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• Export attachment
• Delete attachment
• Replace attachment
• Download attachment

Managing attachments
You can manage attachments that are part of your application.
To manage attachments:
1 To navigate to the predefined dashboard: select Dashboards > Global Settings > Attachments.
2 To import an attachment:
a Click the import icon.
b Browse the attachment file with the .attachments extension.
c Select the option to choose when importing the attachments if an attachment with the same name
already exists.
3 To export an attachment:
a Click the export icon.
b Select the export mode.
Full
Attachment links and attachment files are exported.
Attachment links
Only attachment links are exported. When imported, the same attachments must exist in the
storage at the same locations otherwise the links will not work.
If you want to export filtered attachments only, use the filter functionality and select the Export
filtered attachments only option.
c Select to Save the file and click OK.
4 To replace an attachment, click the replace icon.
5 To download an attachment, click the download icon.
6 To delete the attachment file, click the delete icon.
To delete more attachments at once, select the attachments and click the delete icon.

Language settings
You can use the Language Settings dashboard to manage languages and translation strings for your
application or you can use the full-screen widgets from the Administration content connection.
You can use these widgets to manage language settings:
• Languages
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• Strings
Use the Languages widget to manage available languages for your application. You can add, activate,
deactivate, and edit properties of languages.
Use the Strings widget to manage translation strings. You can manually add or import new strings to
your application and edit or export existing strings.

Managing languages
To manage languages for your application, you can use the Language Settings dashboard and the
corresponding Languages widget.
1 To open the predefined Language Settings dashboard, select Dashboards > Global Settings >
Language Settings.
2 To open the Languages widget full-screen, select Administration > Global Settings > Languages.
3 To add a new language, click the add icon, select one or more languages to add and click OK.
You can select to show languages with or without country specification.
4 To change the language properties, click the properties icon.
5 To activate or deactivate a language, select and clear the check box, respectively.
Note: To deactivate the default language, select a different language that contains translation of all
strings and click Make default.
6 To delete a language from your application, click the delete icon.
Note: The default language and languages that are part of the application are protected and cannot
be deleted.

Managing translation strings
To manage translation strings, use the Strings widget. You can sort the table with translation strings
by type, unique name, description, or by any of the available languages .
1 To open the predefined Language Settings dashboard, select Administration > Global Settings
> Language Settings.
2 To open the Strings Settings widget full-screen, select Administration > Global Settings > Strings.
3 To import the translations from a file:
a Cick the import icon.
b Browse the import file and click OK.
Use a .csv, .xml, or a .zip file.
4 To manually add or update translations, type the values in the appropriate language column.
5 To export translation strings:
a Click the export icon.
b Select the file format.
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c Select the languages that you want to export.
d If you applied some filters and want to export only the filtered strings, select the check box.
e Click OK.
The strings are exported to a file named Application name_Strings.

How to customize an Infor BI Services application
You can extend a BI application and add custom reports using OLAP data. The following process
outlines the required procedures and indicates components that are involved in various stages.
To customize your application:
1 In the Applications dashboard:
• Download the original BI Application package.
See: "Downloading the original application" on page 68.
• Download the latest OLAP database with your customized data and structure.
See: "Downloading OLAP database" on page 68.
2 Import the downloaded content packages to an environment with a corresponding version of classic
Infor BI components:
• In Infor BI Repository, import the original BI Application package with the *.biapplication
extension.
For more information about importing repository data, see Infor BI Repository Online Help.
• In Infor BI Application Studio, import the original BI Application package with the *.
biapplication extension.
For more information about importing an application component, see Infor BI Application Studio
Online Help.
• In Infor BI OLAP Administration, import the downloaded OLAP database with the *.app_olap
extension.
• In Infor BI Application Engine Process Editor, if the BI application uses Application Engine
processes, import the original BI Application package with the *.biapplication extension.
For more information about importing Infor BI Application Engine processes, see Application
Engine User Guide.
3 Create or update the reports with the Infor BI Application Studio full client.
4 In Application Studio, export customized reports for the Infor BI Services application.
5 Import customized reports in the Applications dashboard.
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Downloading the original application
You can download the original application using the BI Application Manager application.
To download the original application:
1 Select Dashboards > Global Settings > Applications.
The Applications dashboard opens.
2 Click Download > Original Application Installable.
3 Click Download Exported Application.
The .biapplication file is downloaded and can be imported to Application Studio, Repository
Administration, and Infor BI Application Engine Process Editor.

Downloading OLAP database
The delivered reports use sample data that may differ from the data that you want to analyze. You can
customize reports to reflect your data structure. To customize the reports, download your OLAP database
using the BI Application Manager application.
To download your OLAP database:
1 Select Dashboards > Global Settings > Applications.
The Applications dashboard opens.
2 Click Download > OLAP Database.
3 Click Download Exported OLAP Database.
The .app_olap file is downloaded and can be imported to Infor BI OLAP Server.

Importing custom reports
You can import custom reports to your BI application.
To import custom reports:
1 Select Dashboards > Global Settings > Applications.
The Applications dashboard opens.
2 Select the application to which you want to add the customized reports.
3 Click Take Offline.
4 Click Import Reports.
The Import Reports wizard is displayed.
5 Select the file with the customized reports with the .app_reports extension and click Next.
6 To resolve any conflicts, select one of the options for the listed conflicts.
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The .app_reports file may contain objects with the same names that are already present in the
application. The Import wizard lists all the conflicts and you must select one of the available options
to resolve those conflicts:
Option
Import with new name

Description
Imports the reports with new name.

Overwrite

Overwrites the existing reports with the newly imported ones.

7 Click Import.
8 Click Finish.

OLAP
You can use the OLAP widgets and the predefined OLAP dashboard to manage database nodes and
users and to manage settings for Infor BI OLAP Service.
Databases
The dashboard shows the list of available databases, cluster nodes, and connected users. Databases
with offline applications are also shown. Databases are grouped by tenant. Tenants and databases
within tenant groups are sorted alphabetically. Tenant groups are collapsible.
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With Infor BI Self-Service, you can browse and analyze multidimensional data using a pre-defined set
of diagram templates or explore your data using the Ad-hoc analysis. You can use the web-based Infor
BI Self-Service application to create reports and dashboards.
The Infor BI Self-Service Home page offers links to ad-hoc analysis module, the chart guide, pre-defined
chart templates, and favorites.

Creating content with Infor BI Self-Service templates
Application Studio provides a package of templates from which you can create reports.
Single steps required to create reports vary depending on the template, but they all share some common
basics: You can select a database and a database cube. In some of the templates, you can also select
elements from one or more dimensions. For example, to create a bar chart you specify which elements
form the category and measure axes. Some templates also provide options to specify the appearance
of the report.
All templates include an element picker. You can use this to filter values in other reports. For example,
on a dashboard, place a chart displaying sales by region, and the element picker. Configure the element
picker to display elements from a Region dimension. Selecting different regions in the element picker
changes the data displayed in the chart. This communication between the chart widget and the element
picker is handled automatically but can be configured.
Each report created from a template has a settings icon to display report options. Options vary depending
on the report. They include, for example, options to change report filters. Tabular reports, in which one
dimension forms the rows and another forms the columns, also have options on the column dimension.
These include selecting which elements form the columns, and suppressing zero values.
To create a report:
1 In your content connection, browse to the BI Self-Service Home page.
2 If you do not know what visualization works best for your data, select the Explore Your Data option.
3 If you know what diagram to use to visualize your data, select the Pick Your Chart option.
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Picking your chart
If you already know what type of visualization you need, you can select a template chart to create a
report based on pre-defined diagrams.
These are the available groups of diagrams that you can choose from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Column Charts
Bar Charts
Line Charts
Pie and Donut Charts
Actual-Budget Comparisons
Portfolio
Other Charts

To analyze your data using a selected chart:
1 Select Dashboards > Home.
2 And select a chart from the Pick your chart widget.
3 Specify the data source:
Database
Specifies the database alias.
Model
Specifies the data model.
4 Define filters and axes.
a For each hierarchy, you can filter or select elements.
b To define access, drag and drop a selected hierarchy on the row or column axes.
You can also select if to suppress zero or empty values using the options icon. You can switch
the axes, remove the hierarchies and select the attributes that you want to display.
5 Browse your data
You can adjust the rows and column, switch the axes, add tuple values, and select the filters and
attributes that you want to display.
6 In the Widget Options you can specify the title and description of your widget.
Note: The default title and description is generated and updated automatically, but if you specify
the title or description they will not be updated automatically.
7 Click Next.
The selected diagram is displayed.
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Exploring your data
You can explore your data using an Ad-hoc analysis. You need to specify which dimensions, hierarchies,
and elements will form the view of the data. While the data source selection shows only which dimension
or hierarchy will be used as filter and which will be on the axes, the Ad-hoc analysis shows actual
values and thus allows slicing, dicing, and exploring the data.
The Ad-hoc analysis offers basic statistical functions, such as sum, minimum, maximum, average,
absolute, and relative dispersion of range on rows and columns.
To explore your data using the Ad-hoc analysis:
1 Select Dashboards > Home.
2 Click on the Explore Your Data widget.
3 Specify the data source:
Database
Specifies the database alias.
Model
Specifies the data model.
4 Define filters and axes.
a For each hierarchy, you can filter or select elements.
b To define access, drag and drop a selected hierarchy on the row or column axes.
You can also select if to suppress zero or empty values using the options icon. You can switch
the axes, remove the hierarchies and select the attributes that you want to display.
5 Browse your data
You can adjust the rows and column, switch the axes, add tuple values, and select the filters and
attributes that you want to display.
6 In the Widget Options you can specify the title and description of your widget.
Note: The default title and description is generated and updated automatically, but if you specify
the title or description they will not be updated automatically.
7 Click Next.
The selected diagram is displayed.

Using the Chart Guide
To select the chart to visualize your data, use the Chart Guide on the Infor . The Chart Guide helps
you decide which chart to use for your data analysis.
Follow the chart guide to review existing categories and select a chart that suits your needs.
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Adding a chart to favorites
After you create a chart the suits your needs, you can add this chart to favorites.
1 Select Options icon > Add to Favorites.
2 To manage your favorites, open the Infor BI Self-Service homepage and click Manage All. You can
view, edit, or delete the views from your favorites.
3 Click Close.
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.dat
Is an export package file that contains an entire Repository, that is user management, permission
managements, and report catalogs that are packaged independently from the database system.

alias
In Application Studio and Office Plus, databases are accessed through aliases. If the database or
server name changes, the reports continue to work. You use aliases to get data from different databases
for use in reports.Different alias types access different database types.

Application composer
Is a stand-alone tool which builds the final application from individual content sub-packages created
by individual applications, for example, Repository, Application Studio, Dashboards. This tool is a wizard
that gathers the required information for the application package descriptor.

application key
Is a software key for Application Composer that certifies the content of your component. The application
key computes and encrypts the digital signature of the package content. You can access the provider
and application information, import, or remove the application key.
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application
Is a business application that contains various application components, configuration information, and
metadata. Infor content teams or Infor partners apply business logic to general business cases and
develop business applications. Use the Application Composer wizard to create a self-contained
application that is imported to a BI platform or to upgrade an existing application in the BI platform.

application processes package
Contains the definitions of application processes for App Engine service.

application component
Consists of content from a BI application, including reports, templates, style sheets and database
aliases. The application usually includes name and description of the content, but can contain information
about groups and roles for some components. You can upload various application components to
create an application that you can deliver to a BI platform installation. Consists of a collection of reports,
templates, style sheets and database aliases.

attribute
Add information to a database dimension. A dimension containing product details may include the
names of the product managers as an attribute. Or, if the product names and codes in the dimension
are not familiar to users or customers, ’friendly’ names might be used as attributes. Attributes are
created in the OLAP database. Application Studio contains some intrinsic attributes. You cannot write
back values to intrinsic attributes. In Analysis Services, OLAP attributes are called element properties.

authentication
The system of authentication defines how users connect to the database and to any aliases. The default
systems available for databases are Windows and Basic. You can register other systems in the repository
(for example, LDAP). You may use the same method of authentication to connect to an alias as you
use to connect to the database, or use a different method.
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base element
These are the elements at the lowest level of the dimension hierarchy. That is, these elements have
no children. In a cube, actual physical data is stored in cube cell addresses that are made up of only
base elements. A cube cell that contains one or more consolidated or rules elements in its cell address,
is a calculated cell and cannot store an item of data. The values of these cells are calculated from data
in base cells.

Best Practices
The Best Practices sample database is supplied with Application Studio and Office Plus. It includes
the several cubes which contain sample sales and finance data and sample reports.

business intelligence
Business Intelligence refers to a broad set of technologies and applications that support organizations’
decision making by enabling them to collect, analyze and distribute data. Often this data is in different
locations and formats and is used for different purposes by the various departments within an
organization. Business Intelligence solutions consolidate data from different sources to help companies
make better decisions about their businesses.

cache
Makes data retrieval faster and more efficient by storing frequently requested data locally instead of
on the database server. You can specify whether values and attributes are cached and how often a
cache is updated. If a number of concurrent users are writing-back data to the database, it may be
necessary to update a cache more frequently in order to maintain data consistency. This may outweigh
the benefits of caching. If so, caching can be turned off.

caption
Each element of a dimension has a unique name (generated by the OLAP server), an element name
and a caption. The element name is the “friendly name” of the element. For example, in the sample
database supplied with Infor BI Office Plus, Europe is an element name in the Region dimension. Its
unique name is [Region].[All Regions].[Europe]. The caption is the localized element name. If Caption
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is selected as the display format, but the element name has not been translated, the element name is
displayed. Whether element names are unique depends on the database provider. Elements names
are unique in OLAP. But captions are not unique. For example, the caption January exists for every
year in the Time dimension.

cell graphic
Graphics can be stored in the repository. You reference them in reports by using a user-defined format
instruction with this syntax: [Graphic graphic_name] . The graphic is displayed if the cell contains
a value. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) formulas provide a convenient method of using graphics in
this way.

cell reference
In the worksheet, each cell is referenced by column letter and row number (for example, A1). They can
instead be referenced by row number and column number (for example, R1C1).

check in and check out
Ensure that only one user can change the definition of a report at any time. Whilst a report is checked
out to you, other users can see it but not make any changes to it. The report is shown in their view of
the Report Catalog but is highlighted with a white cross. When you check it in, it can be opened by
other users. If another user opens the report it becomes checked out to them. Users can also check
out reports by right-clicking them in the Report Catalog and selecting Check-in/out >Check-out. When
you create a report it is checked out to you. It is not visible to other users until you check it in. Version
History keeps a record of which users have checked objects in and out and of any amendments made.

client list
The dimension elements of a multidimensional database are held in lists. For client lists, complete
dimensions are cached on the client and the lists are extracted from the cache. For server lists, queries
are sent to the server to retrieve the lists.
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combo box
A combo box is one of three types of list object in Application Studio (the others are list boxes and
option buttons). They are called list objects because they must be associated with a list and their
contents can be configured in the List Designer. A combo box displays the first element of a list and
has a button for accessing further elements. They act as slicers in Application Studio, allowing users
to select a different slice of the data.

conditional formatting
Formats data according to whether it meets a condition (or where the product of a formula in other cells
meets a specified condition). Several different conditions can be set for a single cell. The first true
condition is applied.Whether a cell is editable can also be made conditional.Conditions can be values
or the products of formulas. You can use a mix of value and formula conditions in a single cell.

content developer
Is an Infor or Infor partner content developer who creates business applications.

cubes
A multidimensional database is stored in a cube. As in a spreadsheet, data is held in cells and can be
retrieved by formulas. Unlike spreadsheets, cubes are multidimensional – they are collections of
dimensions. For example, a three-dimensional cube might contain Region, Account and Month as its
dimensions. To this could be added Products, for example, as a fourth dimension. Each cell in a cube
is unique and can be referenced with formula called a cube reference. For example: =[Europe ,
Units, January, Product1]

custom hierarchies
Add features without using scripting or additional ’helper’ databases. For example, you could create a
custom hierarchy containing different units of measure, or different number formats, from which users
could select. The OLAP Metadata hierarchy is a custom hierarchy which contains details of the database
aliases to which you are connected.
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custom list
A list created on a custom hierarchy. Custom lists can be multilingual string lists or metadata lists.

dashboard
Displays content, arranged to provide an 'at a glance' overview of key data. The content has links to
further, detailed, content. A dashboard is analogous to the dashboard or instrument panel in a motor
vehicle. Often, dashboard content consists of single charts. In Infor Motion Dashboards and Infor BI
Dashboards, the dashboard content can include Web content as well as reports. The content is displayed
in widgets. Widgets can communicate and the selections users make in one widget automatically
update the content of other widgets.

data area
A section of the List Designer which is enabled when you sort or filter data and select Value as the sort
or filter type. In the Data Area you define the slice of data you want to filter or sort.

database independent reporting
Reports can be independent of any specific data source. This is achieved by using variables to hold
report parameters.

DataLink list
A DataLink is a pre-defined, or custom designed, interpretive layer that links a client application such
as Application Studio with the underlying transactional layer of a database. It contains the business
logic, localization and security to provide a single, consistent, view of the data to all users. A DataLink
is one of several possible data sources that can be used by Application Studio. A DataLink list is a list
created in Application Studio from elements held in the source database. You connect to a datalink
through a database alias.
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design, view, and debug modes
You define reports in Design Mode, test them in Debug Mode and display them in View Mode.
Debug Mode has characteristics of Design Mode and View Mode and can be a useful debugging tool.
Debug Mode lays out the data as it will appear in View Mode but also displays the contents of formulas.
Also it displays only a preview of the full data. This allows report designers to test reports without loading
all the data.

dimension
Dimensions, with cubes and elements, are a fundamental building block of a multidimensional database.
A multidimensional database contains cubes which contain dimensions. A dimension is a group of
similar items or a list of related elements. For example, a Region dimension may contain the names
of various countries as its elements. Dimensions do not contain values but organise the elements they
contain.

drill-down
Reports which display all their data at once may not be convenient to use. With drill-down you can
display an overview of the data but give users the ability to reveal further layers of data as required.
For example, one user may be interested in seeing sales of a particular product group or individual
product in all years. Another may be interested in seeing sales of all products in a particular quarter or
month. Each user can drill-down through the products or years to see only the data they require. You
drill-down by expanding and collapsing the tree structures of the lists containing the data.

dynamic report
A dynamic report lets users select different views of the available data without having to edit any
formulas or functions. It contrasts with a static report which may, for example, use a formula to return
the total actual sales of a product for the year 2004. To display the sales for 2005, or to see the budgeted
rather than actual sales, you would have to edit the formula, or add further cells and formulas to the
report. In Application Studio, hyperblocks, list objects and variables are used to make reports dynamic.
Variables can be used throughout Application Studio. Report templates use only variables. The same
template can be used with different data sources.
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elements
Elements are the values in a multidimensional database. Elements are one of the three fundamental
building blocks of a multidimensional database. The others are dimensions and cubes. Similar or related
elements are grouped into dimensions which are grouped to form a cube. In a Time dimension, for
example, the years 2005, 2006 and 2007 would all be elements, as would 1st Quarter, 2nd Quarter,
3rd Quarter, 4th Quarter and each of the individual months. These are all consolidated elements
because they comprise elements at a lower level in the hierarchy. An element at the lowest level of
the hierarchy is a base element.

filter
Filters are used to specify whether particular data is displayed in a report. A common use of a filter is
to exclude zero values. You can filter data whose caption, unique name, attribute or value meets criteria
you set. You can also create a filter with an MDX statement.

flag
Flags are part of the Descendants function. This is in the Structure Selection section of the List Designer.
It lets you choose a specific level of a list as the Parent and return its descendants. You can also choose
the level at which the descendants are displayed. Different flags are available to provide further flexibility.
For example, the Self and After flag returns the descendants of the selected level and of the levels
below it.

formatting
Cell formatting lets you change the appearance of cells and their contents. You can also specify whether
a cell is writable or read-only. If you use a lot of non-default formats in your reports, it may be useful
to create styles for each.

formulas
Can be entered directly into cells, selected in the Insert Function dialog or you can use the Edit OLAP
Formula dialog. The Edit OLAP Formula dialog offers three key types of formula. These are Cell Value
formulas, Attribute formulas and KPI (Key Performance Indicator) formulas. The Edit OLAP Formula
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dialog creates the default formulas for the three types. These are ROC, ROA and ROK formulas
respectively. An ROC formula returns a numeric or text value from an OLAP data cube. An ROA formula
returns an attribute from the attribute table of a dimension.An ROK formula returns a result according
to which KPI and KPI type is selected. The result can be displayed graphically or as a value. ROC and
ROA formulas are read only. But, by changing ROC formulas to RWC ,or ROA formulas to RWA the
values they return can be written back to the database. ROC and ROA formulas are read only. But, by
changing ROC formulas to RWC ,or ROA formulas to RWA the values they return can be written back
to the database. Other formulas are used to act in various ways on cell values or attributes.

function
In Application Studio and Office Plus the Insert Function dialog lists and categorizes all the functions
that can be used. Most of these are common to a variety of software applications. Most work the same
way in Application Studio and Office Plus as they do in other applications. Also, Application Studio
includes some special functions. These are listed, and categorized as ’Special” ’functions in the Insert
Function dialog.

global list
Lists, whether they are server lists or client lists, can be local or global. A local list is available only in
a single report. Global lists are available to all users. So, changing the definition of a global list can
affect the reports of other users.

hierarchy
Multidimensional databases are particularly suited to data that has a hierarchical structure. That is,
data that can be ranked according to, for example, importance, size, age etc. Common analogies for
hierarchical structures are tree structures or parent-child relationships. In Application Studio and Office
Plus, data is referred to as parent, child or sibling data. Time is a good example of hierarchical data;
ranked as Year, Quarter, Month, Week, Day. Year, Quarter, Month and Week are all parents of at least
one other element. Quarter, Month, Week and Day are all children of at least one other element. Parents
are usually aggregates of their children. Elements at the same level of the hierarchy are siblings of
each other. An element with no children is a base element. Parents are referred to as consolidated
elements.
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history
The Version History feature saves changes to reports and folders in the Repository. You can retrieve
earlier versions of reports and determine who created each version. When you first start Application
Studio, you are prompted to enable the version history feature.

hyperblock
One of several objects used to display the contents of a list in a report. It has a key output cell and a
value cell. The key output cell contains the reference to the list. Typically, you put a formula in the value
cell to retrieve a slice of data. Unlike other list objects (for example, a combo box) a hyperblock exists
only in Design Mode. In View Mode, only its output is visible. In View Mode the value cell is copied
once for every element of the list. If the value cell contains a formula, a value is calculated and displayed
for each element of the list. Hyperblocks can display lists horizontally or vertically. Often, two hyperblocks
(one horizontal and one vertical) are nested with their value cells overlapping, and a formula placed in
the value cell. In View Mode, the lists form the X and Y axes of the report and the formulas generate
the report data.

intrinsic attributes
In addition to attributes that you create in the OLAP database, Application Studio includes a number
of intrinsic attributes that can be used in reports. These include Element Name, Description and Level
Number. It is not possible to write back values to the intrinsic attributes.

jumps
In Application Studio, one of several types of action that can be configured in a cell or list object. Jumps
are often used to navigate between reports. They can also be used within the report in which they are
created. In this case they can be used to populate variables or pass a value to a list object. Jumps can
be made conditional, so that they only occur if a particular condition is met, or so that they have different
effects depending on which of several conditions applies.
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key performance indicator (kpi)
Measures of an organization’s performance in achieving quantifiable objectives. Examples are Net
Profit, Production Costs and Cost of Sales. They can be displayed in reports either graphically or as
values, using KPI formulas. Different graphics are used to highlight data that falls within certain
ranges.Every cube, by default, includes a Measures dimension. Elements of the dimension can be
used as KPIs.

level
Hierarchies can have different numbers of levels. For example, a Product hierarchy containing, All
Products, Product Groups, Product Sub-groups and Products is a four-level hierarchy. A Time hierarchy
containing Year, Quarter, Month, Week and Day is a five-level hierarchy. In the list designer you can
specify that only list elements at a particular level of the hierarchy are displayed (for example, only
product sub-groups). In the List Designer you can specify the level by its name. Levels also have
numerical identities. The parent or root level of a hierarchy is at Level 1 and the levels and sub-levels
are Level 2, Level 3 etc. In the Client List Designer, level-based selection uses level numbers instead
of name. By using the GETLEVEL function with conditional formatting, you can specify a level by its
number and give it a different format from the other levels.

list designer
You create reports by displaying the contents of lists and manipulating them with formulas. Often, you
do not want to display the entire contents of a list in a report. The List Designer lets you specify which
elements to display. In the List Designer for server lists you use structure selection, filters, sorting,
attributes and a series of advanced features.There is a separate list designer for client lists. This has
a different layout from the server list designer but provides essentially the same functionality.

list object
Objects in reports which display the contents of lists and from which users can select. List objects are
combo boxes, list boxes, and option buttons. These list objects can also pass and accept variables
and be configured to trigger actions when a selection is made. Hyperblocks are also list objects but,
unlike the others, are not displayed in reports. Instead, only their contents are displayed.A list of the
objects used in a report is displayed in the Accessories pane of the Repository Explorer, in the Report
Objects folder.
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lists
The dimensions and elements of a multidimensional database are held in lists. A list represents a list
of element names in a database. You can filter or sort them as required. You can use lists in a report,
for example, in hyperblocks or combo boxes/list views. When a repository is created, a list is
automatically generated for each dimension. A list is a subset of the dimension, defined by various
rules and criteria. There are different types of list and the type is determined by the database alias
being used (for example, relational lists are used with relational databases). These two fundamental
differences distinguish different types of list.
• The first is where the rules which define the list are calculated. For server and relational (SQL) lists,
the calculation is done on the server. For client lists and custom lists, it is done on the client.
• The second fundamental difference is whether the list is global or local. Changes to a global list
affect all reports and objects that reference it. Changes to local lists only affect the objects in the
report in which the list is used. Both global and local lists can be client or server based.

list view
List objects (combo boxes, list boxes and option buttons) display the contents of lists. As each object
is placed in a report it is named, by default, Listview[n], where n is a sequential number. Various
properties of list objects can be returned with formulas (for example, =ListView[n].ElementCount
returns the number of elements in the list). You can change the default name and use it in the formulas.

local lists
Whether they are server lists or client lists, lists can be local or global. A local list is available only in a
single report. Global lists are available to all users. So, a change to the definition of a list can affect the
reports of other users.

MDX
A query language for reporting on multidimensional data sources. It is, essentially, the OLAP equivalent
of SQL for relational databases. Custom MDX can be used, for example, for structuring, sorting and
filtering server lists in the List Designer or for creating calculated list elements.
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multidimensional databases
Multidimensional databases, such as OLAP, present data hierarchically by using cubes, dimensions
and elements. A cube is a collection of dimensions which contain a number of elements. You may
have, for example, a Sales cube containing a Product dimension containing individual product elements;
a Time dimension containing years as its elements, and a Region dimension containing countries.
These hierarchical structures are difficult to represent efficiently in SQL. Multidimensional databases
are particularly useful where the data has a Time dimension and so are often used in planning
applications.

multilingual string
You can save strings in the Table of Names and Texts, with translations in different languages. The
TRANSLATESTRING function displays the translated string when the report is viewed in another
language.

named sets
Named Sets are customised lists which can be used in place of, or with, the levels in a dimension. For
example a Region dimension might contain the regions Asia, Europe, Middle East, Americas, North
America, South America, Australia/Pacific and Africa, but not the EMEA region (Europe, Middle East
and Africa). A named set could be used for the EMEA region.
Named sets are created in the OLAP database where they are referred to as Subsets.

null and zero values
There are four types of data that can be saved in a cube: null values, zero values, non-zero values and
strings. A cell that has a null value is empty. A cell with a zero value contains the figure 0. This is
significant because zero can be used in calculations but null cannot. In no circumstances are null values
and zero values the same thing. A common feature of multidimensional databases is that they can be
“hypersparse”. That is, no values exist for many combinations of elements. This may happen, for
example, because a product is introduced or discontinued part-way through a year. Both null and zero
values in reports can be suppressed by using filters.
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Olap
On Line Analytical Processing. Olap tools are designed to allow fast and efficient analysis of data held
in a database. Olap tools have been developed for most database models.

OLAP Server
OLAP is a real-time, multidimensional Olap database which is used, typically, in corporate performance
management and business intelligence solutions. The multidimensional data model is particularly suited
to data with a hierarchical structure.

OLAP metadata hierarchy
A default, custom hierarchy that lets you access, in a single report, all the database aliases you are
logged on to and their cubes, dimensions and elements. It is displayed in the Custom Hierarchies node
of the Accessories pane in the Repository Explorer and can be used in reports in the same way as
other hierarchies and lists.

permissions
Users and groups can be given different access permissions to administrative functions in the Repository
and to reports. These permissions are granted through membership of a role and include restrictions
for designing reports, viewing reports, creating projects and report catalogs, creating and deleting
users, etc.

point of view (pov)
A POV can contain up to 10 POV objects which appear, in a uniform layout at the top of each report
in the POV group. POV objects are combo boxes which, like combo boxes in reports, act as slicers –
enabling users to select a different view of the data.The POV editor allows report designers to customize
the layout and appearance of the POV view.
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project
You use projects to save groups of reports on specific topics. Each project can have its own user
permissions and administration rights. Projects and report catalogs are created and administered in
the Repository. The Repository is administered through registrations. Each registration of a Repository
object contains database connection information for the Repository, which includes database name,
type, location and type of authentication. Each registration contains a Projects folder which can contain
a number of report catalogs.

ragged hierarchy
In hierarchies, child elements are at a lower level than their parents. In a non-ragged hierarchy, the
level of a child element is immediately below that of its parent. In a ragged hierarchy, at least one parent
element has children which are at two or more levels below it.

registration
Each data source in the repository Repository has a separate registration. Each registration contains
details of the database and its connection string, and the authentication system used to connect.

relational reporting
Reporting from a relational database. You can combine data from multidimensional and relational data
sources in one report.

relational list
A list built from a relational data source. These can be used in reports together with multidimensional
lists.
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report catalog
A report catalog is a component of the Repository which holds data about the structure of reports within
a project. Typically, a report catalog contains a set of related reports. For example, the Best Practices
Templates database supplied with Application Studio contains the Best Practices Templates project.
This contains the Best Practices Templates report catalog which is a series of sample reports based
on the Best Practices Templates database alias. The Report Catalog is also a pane in the Repository
Explorer. It lists the report catalog, database aliases and reports you have access to.

report templates
Enable users to create more complex reports than they might be able to on their own (or have time to
create). A report template specifies the data structure of a report rather than its visual appearance but can be used with style sheets. Report templates are not based on a single data source. They use
variables throughout. The variables are presented in the Report Wizard as report parameters for which
users supply values.

report wizard
Used to create reports from report templates. Report templates use variables. These variables are
displayed in the Report Wizard as report parameters. Different users, using different data sources, can
use the same template to create reports.

repository
The repository is a store for objects that the various Infor BI products have in common. A repository is
stored in a relational database. The database can be SQL Server or Oracle and can store more than
one repository. Essentially a repository contains users, groups, roles, projects and report catalogs.
Users and groups can each be elements of several different roles. Users and groups gain various
access permissions to the projects and report catalogs through their membership of roles. In a repository,
permissions are set at these levels: Repository, User Management, Projects, Report catalogs. When
you create reports you create them within a report catalog which is within a project. The project is within
a repository. A repository does not contain the database(s) on which you report. Each report catalog
is a repository containing a reference to the database. As well as this information about the data source,
the report catalog contains users and permissions and information about reports. The repository installed
with Infor BI is called Best Practices Templates and contains several projects and report catalogs.
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sealed application
An application that has been created with an application key. You can seal an application to ensure
that the application is not altered by unauthorized persons.

server list
The dimension elements of a multidimensional database are defined by lists. For server lists, queries
are sent to the server to get the lists. For client lists, complete dimensions are cached on the client,
and the lists are extracted from the cache.

sibling
Elements that are at the same hierarchy level and which are children of the same parent, are siblings.

sorting
The order in which the data is displayed in lists can be sorted alphabetically or numerically in ascending
or descending order. Data can also be sorted with variables or custom MDX statements. If you sort
data by values, you must define the area of data to which to apply the sort.

slicing
In many reports, one dimension forms the rows, another forms the columns, and one or more of the
remaining dimensions are used as slice dimensions. For example, in a report on product sales by
region, the region dimension might form the rows and the product dimension the columns. If Sales
Channel were the slice dimension, users could select different slices of the data to view by selecting
different sales channels. In some reports, users can specify which dimensions form the columns and
rows and which are used as slicers.
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splashing
Splashing refers to the distribution of values in a report according to a variety of rules. The Splasher
is enabled in a report when a cell allows data to be written back to the database. Because data is only
stored in base elements, you cannot write back data to consolidated elements. But, with the Splasher
you can specify how values written back to base elements affect the consolidated elements they form.
The Splasher enables you to select cells and change their values in the database. You might, for
example, create a forecast for a year by increasing the values in a previous year by a particular
percentage.

splitter
If you need to scroll to view all data of a report, you may not see column and row headings. A splitter
is a horizontal or vertical line that freezes the position of the cells above it or to the left. By placing
splitters to the right of the row headings and below the column headings, you can see the headings
while scrolling. In Application Studio you can insert three horizontal and three vertical splitters in one
report.

string hierarchy
A string hierarchy is a custom hierarchy, the elements of which are multilingual strings.

structure selection
Structure selection is one of the panes of the List Designer. With it, you specify which list elements are
displayed in a report. You can select list elements at different levels of a list hierarchy. Structure selection
can also be used with the other options of the List Designer. These are filtering, attributes and advanced
functions.

styles
Specify the report layout. You can apply consistent formatting to components of reports (for example,
a consistent heading style).
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style sheets
Specify the layout of the reports that are based on them. They contain formatting instructions for fonts,
colors, etc. If you change the style sheet, the formatting of the reports based on it is changed.

unique name
Each element of a dimension has a unique name generated when the dimension is created by the
OLAP server. The unique name uniquely identifies an individual value in a multidimensional database.
Its format is [Dimension name].[Level 1].[Level 2].[Level n] (for example,
[Region].[All Regions].[Europe]). It contrasts with the Caption, or ’friendly name’ of an
element. Generally, captions are more convenient to use than unique name and are used in reports
by default. However, functions operate on unique names, not captions.

variable
Used to represent types of data (numbers, characters or character strings) instead of specific items.
When a report is calculated or refreshed, or an action is triggered in it, variables can be filled with actual
data of the specified type. Variables can be used to pass values from one list object to another and
can be used in formulas and actions. Variables can be global or local. A global variable is available to
all concurrent users of Application Studio. So changing its value can affect the reports of multiple users.
Report variables are available only in a single report.

visible area
You can hide parts of a report from users by creating a visible area. This is useful, for example, for
hiding the tables that produce a graph and displaying only the graph.

WebView widget
Allows you to display content from a Web location in a dashboard. You add WebView widgets from
Toolbox in the toolbar.
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widget
A container in which a report or Web content is displayed on a dashboard. Widgets can be resized and
repositioned. Communication between widgets means that a selection made in one widget can affect
the display of data in other widgets.

widget communication
Widget parameters are used to establish connections between widgets. For example, if two or more
widgets have both Location and Month parameters, there are two possible parameter connections.
Some or all widgets can be part of one or both content connections. For example, the widgets can be
linked by location, this means that the Location parameter of each widget is part of the Location
parameter connection.

write back
By default, the values in reports cannot be changed by users. But cells can be made writable. You may
need to offer users blank cells into which they can insert values, or you may need to make existing
values editable. The former uses a WBC (Write Back Cell) and the latter a RWC (Read Write Cell)
formula.

xml variable
A variable defined by the SETPROPERTY function and stored as XML. SETPROPERTY defines a key
(for example, a dimension name), properties and values. Each property can have a value. To see the
XML definition of a variable, select the variable in the Accessories pane and click the adjacent button.
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